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ABSTRACT 
On a regular semigroup S natural order relations have been defined 
by Nambooripad and by Lallement. 	 Different characterisations and 
relationships between the Nambooripad order 	 Lallement's order X and 
a certain relation k are considered in Chapter I. It is shown that on 
a regular semigroup S the partial order ) is left compatible if and 
only if S is locally R-unipotent. This condition in the case where S 
is orthodox is equivalent to saying that E(S) is a left seminormal 
band. 	 It is also proved that X is the least compatible partial order 
contained in ) and that k = .\ if and only if k is compatible and k 
if and only if -) is compatible. 	 A description of and J in the 
semigroups T(X) and PT(X) is presented. 
In Chapter II, it is proved that in an orthodox semigroup S the 
band of idempotents E(S) is left quasinormal if and only if there 
exists a local isomorphism from S onto an R-unipotent semigroup. It is 
shown that there exists a least R-unipotent congruence on any orthodox 
semigroup, generated by a certain left compatible equivalence R. This 
equivalence is a congruence if and only if E(S) is a right semiregular 
band. 
The last Chapter is particularly concerned with the description of 
R-unipotent congruences on a regular semigroup S by means of their 
kernels and traces. The lattice RC(S) of all R.unipotent congruences 
on a regular semigroup S is studied. A congruence on the lattice 
RC(S) is considered and the greatest and the least element of each 
-class are described. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The study of Nambooripad's and Lallement's partial orders on a 
regular semigroup is the objective of the first chapter. 
In [26] Nambooripad introduced a partial order ) on a regular 
semigroup S defined by 
a 	 b if and only if (3 a' e V(a)) a = aa'b, a ebS. 
This order is an extension of the natural order w in the set of 
idempotents E(S) of S, i.e. 
	 restricted to E(S) coincides with w. 
Nambooripad also proved that ) is compatible with the multiplication if 
and only if S is locally inverse, i.e. if and only if the submonoids 
eSe of S, where e e E(S), are inverse subspmigroups of S. 
Lallement's partial order _X has its origin in a representation, 
presented in [18], 
	 of a regular semigroup by means of partial 
transformations over a set X, and can be described by 
(V x a S) (x,xa) e Q 	 xa = xb 
(11 y 	 3) (Y,aY)C 	 .7;5 ay = by. 
Different characterisations of .X and ) will be considered and a 
new relation k will be defined. 
	 The relation k arises from the 
following description of : 
a s,) 
 b if and only if (a a' c V(a)) a = aa'b = ba'a 
and the fact that 
aXb 	 (V a' e. V(a)) a= aa'b = ba'a. 
Thus k = {(a,b) r S x S: (V a' e V(a)) a = aa'b = ba'a) is such that 
kc ?. 
Relationships between A, k and will be considered. In particular 
a X b if and only if 
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we show that 
(i) A is the greatest compatible partial order contained in); 
(ii) k is compatible if and only if k =X; 
(iii) \) is compatible if and only if k 
The question of knowing when \,) is compatible on one side only is 
also answered. In fact, in a regular semigroup S the Nambooripad order 
is left compatible if and only if S is locally R-unipotent, i.e. if 
and only if all the submonoids eSe of S are orthodox semigroups whose 
idempotents satisfy the identity ghg = gh. (This result appears in 
[2].) We also prove that if S is orthodox then S is locally R-unipotent 
if and only if its band of idempotents E(S) is left seminormal, i.e. 
if and only if the identity efg efgeg holds in E(S). 
We close Chapter I by describing X and 2 in T(X), the semigroup of 
all transformations over a set X, and in PT(X), the semigroup of all 
partial transformations over X. 
	 We notice that T(X) provides an 
example of a regular semigroup that is not locally inverse. 
Chapter II has its origin in a result due to McAlister. In [20] 
McAlister proves that an orthodox semigroup S is locally inverse if and 
only if there exists a' local isomorphism 0 from S onto an inverse 
semigroup T, such that 0 restricted to any submonoid eSe is injective. 
Since a regular semigroup S is inverse if and only if it is both 
R- and L-unipotent, 	 it seemed natural to ask about the truth of the 
McAlister result when "inverse" was replaced by "R-unipotent" (or 
"L-unipotent"). 	 It had been proved that an orthodox semigroup S is 
locally R-unipotent if and only if its band of idempotents E(S) is left 
seminormal and we might therefore have expected to be able to 
substitute "locally inverse" by "E(S) is left seminormal" and "inverse 
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semigroup" by "R-unipotent semigroup". However this is not exactly the 
case and we prove that the existence of this type of local isomorphisms 
from an orthodox semigroup onto an R-unipotent semigroup characterizes 
not the class of all left seminormal orthodox semigroups but a subclass 
of this - the class of left quasinormal orthodox semigroups. Observing 
the diagram on page 9 we notice that McAlister's result is still a 
consequence of our result and its dual, since an orthodox semigroup is 
locally inverse. if and only if E(S) is normal [40] and a band is normal 
if and only if it is both left and right quasinormal. 
To prove our result we needed to show the existence of the 
smallest R-unipotent congruence on an orthodox semigroup S. We proved 
that this congruence is generated by the left compatible equivalence 
R = ((a,b) e S x S: 	 a' a V(a)) (B b' E V(b)) a = ba'a, b = ab'b}. 
No more satisfactory expression for that congruence was found in 
the general case, but we proved that R itself coincides with the 
congruence if and only if E(S) is right semiregular. 
We finish Chapter II by presenting another characterisation of R 
on an orthodox semigroup S when E(S) is right semiregular. 
Many of these results appear in [12]. 
Chapter II gave rise to our interest on R-unipotent congruences on. 
a regular semigroup. The work presented in Chapter III was suggested by 
the reading of a paper by Petrich [29], where the congruences on an 
inverse semigroup S are described by certain pairs (,K), K being an 
inverse subsemigroup of S such that E(S)c K and a1 K a c K, for all a 
in S, and 	 being a congruence on E(S) such that 
(i) if (e,f) a 	 (a-l ea , a-lfa) 	 E; 
-1 (ii) ae a K, (a a , e) 	 a a K; 
-4- 
, (iii) a e K =7> (aea-1 , aa-1 
 of e E; 
for all e,f e E(S) and a G S. 
In this last chapter we describe R-unipotent, L-unipotent, inverse 
and group Congruences on a regular semigroup in terms of certain pairs 
(t,K), 	 where 	 is a normal congruence on the subsemigroup <E(S)> 
generated by E(S) and K a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup of S, 
such that certain convenient conditions are satisfied by z  and K. 
As a consequence of those descriptions we obtain a 
characterisation of all congruences on an R-unipotent semigroup, on an 
inverse semigroup and on a group in particular, 
As in the earlier work by Petrich, the unique pair associated with 
a given congruence Pis (tr 	 V), where 
tr 	
<E(S)> and Ker 
	 (a a S: (D e e E(S)) (a,e)e. P ). 
We finish this chapter with the study of the lattice RC(S) of all 
R-unipotent congruences on a regular semigroup S. 	 A congruence 
defined by 
0 if and only if g E(S) 
	 e lE(S) 
is considered in RC(S). It is shown that each =-class on RC(S) has a 
least and a greatest element and is a complete modular sublattice of 
RC(S). 
Other descriptions of 7= are presented and conditions for a 
congruence c to be the least element in its = -class are considered. 
The system of reference within the thesis is the following: a 
result numbered x.y in Section x of (say) Chapter I is referred to 
within Chapter I as x.y, but outside Chapter I it is given the number 
I.x.y. 
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glitEIBR I. ,SOME PARTIAL ORDERS ON A REGULAR SEMIGROUP 
Two naturally defined partial orders on a regular semigroup are 
considered in this chapter. We denote the first, due to Nambooripad, 
by) and the second, due to Lallement, by .)\ . On an inverse semigroup 
S the orders and ,X both coincide with the natural order given [see 
15,5.2] by 
(1) a w b if and only if a = bf for some f in E(S) ; or 
-1 (2) a w b if and only if a . aa b. 
In this chapter characterisations of A and ,? on a regular 
semigroup will be considered. In particular, X will be described by an 
expression which is an extension of (1) and ? by one which is an 
extension of (2). 
 
A binary relation k, which lies between A and 	 on a regular 
semigroup, will be looked at and also relationships between A, k and 
studied. 
Finally, A and will be described in the semigroup T(X) of all 
transformations over a set X and in the semigroup PT(X) of all partial 
transformations over X. 
1, Prelimin,aries. 
We use whenever possible the notation of Howie [15]. 
An orthodox semigroup S is a regular semigroup in which the set of 
idempotents, E(S), forms a semigroup. 
We shall make frequent use of the following results. 
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THEOREM 1.1 [15,VI.1]. For any regular semigroup S, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is orthodox; 
(ii) for any a,b in S, if a' is an inverse of a and b' is an 
inverse of b, then b'a.,  is an inverse of ab, i.e. V(b)V(a) c V(ab); 
(iii) if e is an idempotent of S then any inverse of e is also an 
idempotent; 
(iv) for all a,b in S, if V(a) fl V(b) /o then V(a) = V(b). 
THEOREM 1.2 [15,VI.1]. If S is an orthodox semigroup then 
(i) if a e. S, a',a" E V(a) then V(a'a) = V(at'a); 
(ii) if a c S, a' a V(a) and e c E(S) then aea' and a'ea are also 
idempotents; 
(iii) if e,f e E(S) then V(ef) = V(efe) = V(fef) = V(fe). 
THEOREM 1.3. If S is an orthodox semigroup, 	 a,b E S and 
   
V(a) = V(b), then for all a' in V(a), b' in V(b), V(a'a) = V(b'b). 
PROOF. In an orthodox semigroup S the relation 
{(a,b) e S x S:V(a) = V(b)) 
is the least inverse semigroup congruence on S [22;14]. Suppose that 
a,b in S are such that V(a) = V(b). Thus (a,b) E V. Hence (a.,,bt) 
for all a' in V(a) and b' in V(b), since x is an inverse congruence on 
S. Hence (a,a,b7 b)c 'y, i.e., 
V(a'a) = V(b'b). 
-7- 
Lallement's Lemma is another useful result to recall. (See for 
example , Howie [15,11.4.6].) 
LEMMA 1.4. 	 Let \7) be a congruence on a regular semigroup S. If ap 
is an idempotent of S/f then there exists an idempotent e in S such 
that a..= 
An orthodox semigroup S is said to be R-unipotent if E(S) 
satisfies the identity efe = ef, i.e. if and only if E(S) is a left. 
regular band. Dually, S is called L-unipotent if E(S) satisfies 
efe = fe,i.e. E(S) is a right regular band. 
Notice that if S is regular and such that efe 	 ef for all e,f in 
E(S), then S is necessarily orthodox. 
R-unipotent semigroups have been studied by different authors 
including Venkatesan [38;39] and Constance Edwards [5;6]. 	 It is 
helpful to recall a few results. concerning this type of semigroups. 
THEOREM 1.5 [38,1;5,1.1]. 	 If S is a regular semigroup the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) S is R-unipotent; 
(ii) each .4;-class has one and only one idempotent; 
(iii) for all e E E(S), 	 for all a c S, 	 for all a' 	 V(a), 
aea'a = ae; 
(iv) for all a c S, for all a,,a" 	 V(a), aa' 	 aa". 
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Notice that a regular semigroup is inverse if and only if it is 
both R- and 1..-unipotent. 
If S is a regular semigroup and e,fc. E(S), 	 we consider the 
following characterization of the sandwich set , S(e,f), introduced by 
Nambooripad in [27]. 
S(e,f) 	 {g c E(S): ge = g = fg, egf = ef}. 
Notice that S(e,f) o since it contains fxe for every x in 
V(ef). 
IHEDRBM 1.6 [27]. ' In a regular semigroup S let a',a" E V(a), 
b' E V(b). 
(i) If g a S(a'a,bb') then b'ga' G V(ab). 
(ii) For any idempotent e of 8, S(e,aa') 	 S(e,aa"). 
Throughout. this work it is useful to have the following diagram 
present [Petrich, 28,11.3]. 
This diagram represents a lower subsemilattice of the lattice of 
all varieties of bands. That is, the meet in the diagram represents 
the intersection of the corresponding varieties. However, the joins in 
the diagram need not be joins in the lattice of all band varieties. 
For a complete diagram of the lattice of varieties of bands see, for 
example, Gerhard [11], Fennemore [10]. 
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BANDS 
ee = e 
LEFT SEMIRI-MILAR 
efg = efgegfg 
LEFT SEMINORMAL 
efg = efgeg 
LEFT QU'ASINORMAL 
efg = efeg 
LEFT RmuLAri 
ef = etc 
LEFT NORMAL 
efg = egf 
RIGHT SEMIREGULAR 
erg = efegefg 
RIGHT SEMINORMAL 
efg = egefg 
RIGHT QUASINORMAL 
efg = egfg 
RIGHT REGULAR 
ef = fef 
RIGHT NORMAL 
efg = feg 
SEMTIATTICE 
of = fe 
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.2,.._IbgHalnheDrinad partial order on a regular semigroun.  
Nambooripad [26] showed that on a regular semigroup the relation 
defined by N,  
a ,r)  b if and only if (a 	 V(a)) a = aa,b, a e bS 	 (2.1) 
is a partial order on S. This partial order extends the natural partial 
order w on the idempotents of S but in general it is not compatible 
with multiplication. Indeed, Nambooripad shows that 	 is compatible on 
the regular semigroup S if and only if eSe is an inverse subsemigroup 
of S for each idempotent e in S. Nambooripad calls such semigroups 
pseudo-inverse but McAlister 
	
in [19] introduces the term locally 
inverse. 
From [26] it follows that on a regular semigroup S the partial 
order Y)  can be described by 
a 0 b if and only if ( e,f e N(S)) a . eb = bf. 	 (2.2) 
The object of this Section is to give some other characterisations 
of N)  and to describe the band of idempotents of an orthodox semigroup 
when N)  is compatible on one side only. 
mum= 2.3. In a regular semigroup S 
,e) 	 {(a,b) E S x S:(3 a' e V(a)) a = aa'b = ba'a). 
Moreover, 	 if a N.,1 b and b' is an inverse of b then there exists a in 
V(a) 	 such that (1) a = as b = ba a; 	 (2) as w bb', 	 a a w bib; 
a (3) a . a ab' = b'aa . 
PROOF. First we show that v)  can also be described by 
a •.) b if and only if (3 a',a" e V(a)) a = aa'b = bal'a. 
Suppose that a,b in S are such that a N;13. Then, by the Definition of 
there exists a' c- V(a) such that a = aa'b and a cq.bS. Thus a = bx 
for some x in S. Let e = xa'b. Then 
e
2 
	 xa'b.xa'b = xa'aa'b = xa'b = e 
and 
be = bxa'b = aa'b . a. 
Hence, for any b' in V(b), the element eb' a V(a) since 
a.e130.a = aa'b.ebla = aa'.be.b'a = aa'abia 
= ab'a . aa'b.b'.be = aa'be = aa'a = a 
and 
eb'.a.eb' = xa'b.b'.be.eb' = xa'beb' = eeb' = eb'. 
Write a" = eb'. Then 
ba"a = 13.eb,.a = be.eb'a = aa"a = a 
as required. 
Now let a°  = a"aa'. It is easy to see that a° c V(a) and that 
aa
ob = a.a"aat.b. = aa'b = a, 
ba°a = b.a"aal.a = ba"a . a. 
Thus there exists ao c V(a) such that 
a = aa°1) = ba0a. 
Suppose now that a N) b. We may now assume that we have a° 
 in V(a) 
- 
such that a = aao  b bao 
 a. Consider b', an arbitrary element in V(b). 
Then ab',b'a cE(S), for 
ab'.ab' = aa°13.13'.ba0a.b,  = aa0bacrab,  = aa0ab,  = ab', 
b'a.b'a = b'. aeb.b,.ba0a = biaa0ba0a = bfaea = bia. 
Also a = boat),  c V(a), since 
- 12 - 
a 
aa a = a.b'abf.a = ab'.ab'.a = ab'a = aaob.W.baoa 
= aa0ba0a = aa0a. = a, 
* a 
a aa = btab'.a.b'ab' = b'a.b1 a.b,a.b,  = b'ab' = a . 
To prove (1) notice that 
aa b = a.b'ab'.b = ab'.ab'.b = ab'b = aaob.btb 
= 	 aa 0b = a, 
ba a = b.b'ab'.a = b.b'a.b'a = bb'a = bbt.ba0a. 
= baoa = a. 
To prove (2) notice that 
aa = a.b'ab' = ab', aa = ba a.a
a 
 = ba , 
* 	 a 
a a= b'ab'.a = b'a, a a= a .aa b= a b. 
Hence 
* 
aa .bb' = ab'.bb' = 	 = aa , 
a 	 a 
bb'.aa = bb'.ba = ba = aa , 
a a.b'b =ab.b,b =ab=a. a, 
b'b.a a . b'b.b'a = b'a = a a, 
giving 
aa w bb', a a w b'b 
As required. 
Finally, 
a a e a a a a 	 1 
a al' = a .aa = a , b'da = a a.a = a , 
giving (3). 
, 
NOTE. From (3) it follows that a N' b'. Thus we have the result 
that if a J b then for all b' in V(b) there exists a in V(a) such that 
* ) 
a 	 b'. 
In [r] Nambooripad defines two quasi-orders wr and wl on the 
partial groupoid E(S) of all idempotents of a regular semigroup S as 
-13- 
following: 
e w
r f if and only if e = fe, 
e wl f if and only if e = ef, 
for every e,f 	 E(S). 
The natural partial order w on E(S) is therefore wr n wl. 
The next proposition shows that ) can be described in terms of 
idempotents and the quasi-orders wr and 
PROPOSITION 2.11 In a regular semigroup S, 
= {(a,b) E S x S:(Vb,  e V(b)) (3 a' E. V(a)) such that 
(1) ab',b'a a E(S); (2) as' wr bb';• (3) a'a wl b'b}. 
PROOF. Suppose that a 
	 b on a regular semigroup S. Then (1),(2) 
and (3) follow from Proposition 2.3 since lip wr, w r wl. 
Conversely, 	 let a,b E S be such that (1),(2) and (3) hold. Let 
b' c V(b) and a' 
	 V(a) satisfy the conditions. Then 
as'
r 
 bb' iff aa' = bb'.aa', i.e. iff a . bb'a; 
a'a wl b'b iff a'a = a'a.b'b, i.e. iff a = ab'b. 
By (2.2), ab',b'a being idempotents, it follows that a \> b. 
NOTE. Clearly, 
{(a,b) 	 S x S: ( V bi aV(b)) 	 a' E- V(a)) such that 
ab',b'a E E(S); aa' w bb'; a'a w b'b). 
To prove the main result of this Section we need to recall a 
result which is a consequence of the duals of Proposition 11.3.8 and 
Exercise 11.3.15.1 of [28). 
THEOREM 2.5. 	 In a band E the natural partial order w is left 
compatible if and only if E is left seminormal (i.e. axy = axyay, for 
all a,x,y in E). 
We now have an extension of this result. 
THEOREM 2.6. In an orthodox semigroup S the Nambooripad order N)  is 
left compatible if and only if E(S) is left seminormal band. 
PROOF. 	 Suppose that s? is left compatible and e,f,g in E(S) are 
such that e w f. Then since 	 coincides with w on E(S) we have 
ge a gf. Thus the natural order on E(S) is left compatible. Hence, by 
Theorem 2.5, E(S) is left semiformal. 
Conversely, 
	
	
suppose that E(S) is left seminormal and a ,? b in S. 
By Proposition 2.3, we may choose a' in V(a), b' in V(b) such that 
a . aa'b = ba'a and aa' w bb'. 
Now, 	 let c a. S and c' e V(c). Then a'c' a- V(ca) since S is orthodox. 
Since bar = an' it follows that 
cb.a'c'.ca = c.aa'.c'ea = ca, 
also 
ca.a'c'.cb = c.c'caa'.c'ebb,.b.= c.c'caa'.b 
(since c'caa' w c'ebb' by the left compatibility of w on E(S)) 
= caa'b = ca. 
Thus ca cb as required. 
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Observing that a band is normal if and only if it is both left and 
right semiformal, by Theorem 2.6 and its dual, we deduce the following 
result: 
COROLLARY 2.7. 	 In an orthodox semigroup S the Nambooripad order 
is compatible if and only if E(S) is a normal band. 
This is also a consequence of Nambooripad' s result [26,3.3] and 
Yamada's Lemma [40,4]. 
Notice that in a band E the natural order w is the identity if and 
only if E is a rectangular band. It is clear, from Proposition 2.3, 
that in a regular semigroup •-? = 1 if and only if w = 1. Thus, in an 
orthodox semigroup S, 	 . 1 if and only if the band E(S) is a 
rectangular band. 
q. Lallement's partial order on a regular semigroup. 	 j 
Lallement's partial order has its origin in the following 
representation of a regular semigroup S, by partial transformations of 
S, presented by Lallement in [18] 
:s - 	 > PT(S) x PT (S.) 
a
a
,Ya) 
where PT(S) represents the set of all partial transformations of S with 
the usual composition, PT (S) is the same set with the dual operation 
and 
= {(x,xa): x e- S, (x,xa) 
	 } 
);.at = ((y,ay): y E S, (y,ay). 
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the mapping ,p being a monomorphism. 
Lallement's order,), on a regular semigroup S is defined by 
a 4\ b if and only if ,ate 	 \o' ac y b. 	 (3.1) 
In other words, 
(x,xa) c P.. 	 xa = xb 
a .)\ b if and only if ( V x,y 
	 S) 
	 (3.2) 
(y,ay)c 
	
w> ay 	 by. 
The object of this Section is to prove that A is the largest 
compatible partial order contained in \,) and to give a simpler 
characterization of .X on a regular semigroup. 
J,EMMA 3.3. In a regular semigroup S the largest compatible partial 
order contained in a partial order w is w b, defined by 
a w b if and only if (v x,y 	 Si) xay w xby. 
PROOF. 	 The reflexivity and transitivity of w are immediate 
consequence of the same properties of w. 	 To prove that w is 
anti—symmetric suppose that a wL b and b wti a. Then, by Definition of 
1a1 w 1b1 and 1b1 w lal. Thus a w b and b w a and so a = b. 
Now let c e S and a,b be such that a w b. Then, by Definition of 
w , 	 xc.a.y w xc.b.y and x.a.cy w x.b.cy for all x,y E. Si. 	 Thus 
ea w cb and ac w bc. 
Finally, suppose that Lis a compatible partial order contained in 
w. 	 Let a b in S. Then, for all x,y e Si, xay 	 xby, since 	 is 
compatible. Thus xay w xby and so a Ili' b, as required. 
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THEOREM 3.4. 
	 In a regular semigroup S the relation X is a 
compatible partial order and it is the greatest compatible partial 
order contained in \-3. 
PROOF. From Definition (3.1), it is clear that ,A is reflexive and 
transitive. To see that -% is anti-symmetric, let a,b S be such that 
a a b and b a. Then a = b and ya =y 13. Then a . b since qa is a 
monomorphism. 
Now suppose that a ), b. 	 Let c a S and x,y c S be such that 
(x,xca) e 2, 	 and (y,cay)e .*. 	 Thus R x =It
xca 	 xe c:Rx  and so 
R xca = R 
xc 
 . Then, by (3.2), xca = xcb. On the other hand (y,ay)e 
. 
since 	 (y,cay) 	 and so ay . by. 	 Thus cay = eby. 	 Therefore 
ca. a cb. Similarly, ac 1 be. 
Finally, 	 let us show that 	 =N?h . First notice that ,X c°. 	 Let 
• a \ b on S and a' E. V(a). Then (aa.,,aar.a) cjQ., and (a'a,a.a'a) CQS . 
Hence, by (3.2), aat.a = aa'.b and a.a'a = b.ata, i.e. a = aa'b = bata 
and a N? b, by Proposition 2.3, 
Now A 	 by the previous Lemma since .X.is a compatible partial 
order contained in '>. Conversely, let a 	 b and x E S be such that 
(x,xa) ,R?: 	 Thus xa xb, by DefinitiOn of \> , and so xa = exb for 
some e c E(S), 	 by (2.2). 
	 Also x = xac, 	 for some o c> S, since 
(x,xa) c 	 Hence 
xa = exb = e.xac.b = e.xa.eb = e.exb.cb = exb.ob = xact.b = xb. 
Similarly, if y G S is such that (y,ay) c 	 then ay . by. Hence a). b 
and A =)?1' as required. 
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It follows from this last Theorem and Nambooripadls result 
[26,3.3] that on a regular semigroup S, the orders 	 and ) coincide if 
and only if S is locally inverse. Notice' that, in a regular semigroup 
S, 	 a = v/ if and only if .),1E(S) =IE(S)' This is a consequence of a 
result due to McAlister [19,1.4]. 
THEOREM 3.5. In a regular semigroup S, 
{(a,b) e SxS:(Val 
	
V(a)) (Ve GE(S)n aa'S) (VfeE(s) 0 Sa'a) 
ea = eb, of = bf). 
PROOF. 	 Let a,b a S be such that a X b. Suppose that at c V(a), 
e a E(S) !1 aa'S, f a E(S) 0 Sa'a. Then 
e = ee = e.aa'e = ea.a'e, 
f . ff = fa'a.f = fa'.af. 
Hence, 
(e,ea) a.5 , (f,af) 
Since a .X b, it follows that 
ea = eb, of = bf. 
Conversely, suppose that a,b a S are such that ea eb, of = bf, 
for all a' in V(a), e in E(S) 0 aa'S, f in E(S)(1 Sa'a. To prove that 
a X b, assume that x,y a S are such that (x,xa) a 	 , (y2 ay)e. 	 . Let 
x' a V(x), y' a V(y), b' a V(b). Take g a S(x'x,aa'), 
Then a'gx' e V(xa), y'ha' a V(ay) 
In a, regular semigroup S, 
(u,uu') a 	 , (u2 ulu)eZ6 
for all u c S, u' e- V(u). 
Hence 
h a. S(ala,YY'). 
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(xa,xa.aigx1 ) c 	 , (ay, y'ha,  . ay) El 	 . 
Since A and 4 are transitive, we thus have 
(x,xaa'gx') E. 	 , (y,y'ha'ay) C 	 . 
Since g F S(x'x,aa') and h c S(a'a,yy,), 
xgx' = xaa'gx' C E(S) and y'hy = y'ha'ay ELE(S). 
In an !)-?,, [S]-olass any idempotent is a left [right] identity. Thus 
x = xgx'.x, y = y.y'hy. 
Again because g C S(x'x,aa') and h c S(a'a,yy'), we deduce that 
x = xg and y = hy. 
Also since g c aa'S fl E(S), h a E(S) fl Sa'a, using the hypothesis, 
ga = gb, ah . bh. 
Therefore 
xa = xg.a = x.ga = x.gb = xb, 
ay = a.hy = ah.y . bh.y . by, 
and so a X b as required. 
COROLLARY 3.6. In an orthodox semigroup S, 
X 	 {(a,b) c S x S:(V a' 41. V(a)) (V e F E(S)) aea' = bea', a'ea . a'eb}. 
PROOF. Let a,b be elements in S such that a 	 b. Take a' c V(a), 
e e E(S). 	 S being orthodox, aa'e a E(S) fl aa'S, ea'a c E(S) fl Sa'a. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.5, 
aa'e.a = aa'e.b, a.ea'a = b.ea'a. 
Thus 
a'ea = a'eb, aea' = bea' 
as required. 
Conversely, suppose that a,b e S are such that, for all a' e V(a) 
and g e E(S), 
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aga' = bga', a'ga = a'gb. 
Let e c-_ E(S)n aa'S, f e E(S) H Sa'a. Then, by hypothesis, 
afa' 	 bfa', a'ea = a'eb. 
Hence 
afa'a = bfa'a, aa'ea = aa'eb. 
Therefore 
of = bf, ea . eb. 
And so, by Theorem 3.5, a X b. 
COROLLARY 3.7. In an R-unipotent semigroup S, 
X = {(a,b) 	 S x S:(V a' E V(a)) (ye c-E(S)) aea' = beat, a'a 
PROOF. 	 Suppose that a,b 	 S are such that a ). b. Then, by 
Corollary 3.6, for all a' G:V(a), all e c. E(S), 
(i) aea' 	 heal, (ii) a'ea = a'eb. 
Putting e 	 aa' in (ii) we get a'a = a'b. (Notice that this half of the 
argument has made no use of the R. unipotent property.) 
Conversely, let a,b eS be such that 
aea' = bea', a'a 	 a'b 
for all a' e. V(a), 	 e 	 E(S). 	 To prove that a X b it is necessary 
(according to Corollary 3.6) to show that 
a'ea = a'eb. 
In fact, since a'a = a'b, it follows that a . aa'b and hence that 
a'ea 	 ate.aa'b 	 a'.aa'eaa'.b = a'.aa'e.b 
(since S is R-unipotent) 
a'eb. 
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It is clear, from Theorem 3.5, that if a,b c S are such that a X b 
then a = aa'b = ba'a, for all a' a. V(a). On the other hand we saw, in 
Proposition 2.3, 	 that a 	 b if and only if a = aa'b = ba'a, for some 
a' e V(a). Let k be a relation on S defined by 
a k 	 if and only if a . aa'b = ba'a, for all a' C. V(a). 
Then 
k cv). 
This relation k has a simple description. However, in general it 
does not seem to be a partial order for though it is reflexive and 
anti-symmetric it does not appear to be transitive. 
The neXt proposition relates k with > and 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. In a regular semigroup S, 
(1) k = X if and only if k is compatible; 
(2) k = ,? if and only if 	 is compatible; 
(3) k = N.)  if and only if kl E(s) 	 1E(s); 
(4) k = X if and only if kl E(s)  = X1E(S). 
PROOF. 	 (1) If k = X then it is clear that k is compatible. 
Conversely, let a,b E S be such that a k b. Suppose that a' e V(a) and 
e a aa'S n E(S), 	 f e Sa'a fl E(S). 	 Since k is compatible we have 
ea k eb, af k bf. Let g e S(e,aa'), h a S(a'a,f). Then a'ge 6 V(ea), 
fha' a V(af) and, by Definition of k, 
ea = ea.a'ge.eb, af = bf.fha'.af. 
Since g S(e,aa'), 	 h S(a'a,f), these equations can be 
simplified to give 
ea = egeb, af 	 bfhf. 
P2 
Notice that e EiS(e,aa'), f 	 S(a'a,f) and that the sandwich sets on a 
regular semigroup are rectangular bands [3,3.2]. Hence 
ea = eb, of = bf 
and so a X b as required. 
(2) If 	 is compatible then, by Theorem 3.4, X .1)  and k 	 since 
.'\ E,k c=7--N?. 	 Conversely, suppose that k 	 We shall prove that S is 
locally inverse and, by [2,3.3], it will follow that 	 is compatible. 
Let e be an arbitrary idempotent of S, a G eSe, a' and a" 
inverses of a in eSe. Then 
	
aa''? e, 	 e. 
Since aa" c. V(aa'), aya cV(a'a) and J = k, it follows that 
am' = aa'.aa".e = aa"e = aa" 
a'a = e.a"a.a'a = calla = 
by Definition of k. Hence 
a' . a'.aat = a'.aa" = a'a.a" = a"a.a" = a". 
Therefore eSe is an inverse subsemigroup of S, and S is locally inverse 
as required. 
(3) It is clear that k 	 implies kiE(S) = '? 1E(S).  
Conversely, suppose that klE(s)  = w. Since k c-N? we need to show 
that s..) 	 k. Let a ,e)  b. 	 Then, 	 by PropOsition 2.3, 	 there exist 
bo 	 V(b), a°  G- V(a) such that 
a = aa
ob = baoa, aa° w bb a0a w 
Let a' be an arbitrary inverse of a. Then aa' E. V(aa°), a'a G V(a°a). 
Since klE(s)  = w, aa°  k bb°  and a°a k b°b. Hence 
aa°  = aa°.aa, 
.bbo, 
 a a 
	
bo.
D
.a, a.a
°a. 
Thus 
aa0b = aa'b, ba0a = ba'a. 
Therefore 
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a = aa'b = ba'a 
and a k b as required. 
(4) Suppose that kIE(S) 
	 IE(s)' 
	 Let a k b. 	 Then for all 
a' 	 V(a) 
a = aa'b = ba'a. 
Let b' e V(b) and a°  = b'ab'. Then 
aa
o
a . ab'ab'a = aa'b.b'.ba'a.b'a r aa'ba'ab'a 
aalab'a = ab'a = aa'b.W.ba'a = aa'ba'a 
aa'a = a. 
Notice that ab' e E(S), since 
abl.ab' = aa'b.b'.ba'a.b' = aa'ba'ab' = aa'ab' = ab'. 
Thus 
a°aa°  = b'ab'.a.b'ab' 	 b'ab' = a . 
Hence ao e V(a). 
We shall prove that aa° k bb'. First notice that aa°  = ab', since 
ab' e E(S). Let c elV(aa°). Then a% e V(a) since 
o 
a
o
c.a.a
o
e 	 a
o
.caa
o
c = a
o
c, a.a
o
c.a = as caa
o 
 .a = aa
o
a . a. 
Let us show that b'c c-V(a), 
b'e.a.b'e = bee.abt.e = b'e.aa°.c = b'c 
a.b'c.a = ab'.c.a = ae.c.aao.a 	 aaoa 	 a. 
Hence 
	
aa0ebb' . aa0cb.b' = ab', since a k b and a% 	 V(a) 
bb'caa°  = bb'ca.a°  = aa°, since a k b and b'c c V(a). 
Therefore aa° k bb'. Since k12(s) 	 ).1 E(s)  we thus have that aso x bb' 
and since is compatible it follows that 
aa°b X b, 
i.e. that a \ b, since a°  e. V(a) and a k b. Hence > = k. 
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NOTE. 	 From the second part of the previous Proposition we deduce 
that in a locally inverse regular semigroup S Nambooripad's order can 
be described by 
a s? b if and only if (Vat e V(a)) a = aa'b = ba'a. 
Also, whenever we have an orthodox semigroup S 
k = 	 if and only if E(S) is a normal band. 
This is a consequence of Proposition 3.8 (2) and Corollary 2.7. 
We shall describe the relations X, 	 and k in the free band BA 
generated by A. This will provide an example of a semigroup where the 
three relations are all different. 
Consider the free band BA generated by the set A. Basic properties 
can be found in [15,1V.4] where it is shown that two words in the 
alphabet A represent mutually inverse elements of the free band if and 
only if they have the same content, i.e. if and only if the same 
letters appear in both words. If u E BA we write C(u) for the content 
of u, also if IC(u)I = n a 1, we define NO) to be the letter in u that 
is last to make its first appearance, and u(0) (if n > 1) to be the 
subword of U that precedes the first appearance of U(0). Dually, 	 we 
define U(1) and u(1) (if n > 1). Thus, for example, we see that in the 
free band generated by (x1, x2, x3, x 	 the two words 
	
u = x1x2x3 and z 	 x3x2x1x3x2  
are mutually inverse, with 
C(u) = C(z) 	 {x1,x2,x3}. 
Also 	 ii(0) = x , 	 u(0) = x1x2, 	 5(1) = x1, 
	
u(1) = x2x3 	 and 
i(0) = 	 x1, z(0) = z(1) = x3x2. 
Lemma IV.4.6 of [15] can be written in the following way: 
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LEMMA 3.9. If x,y c BA, then x = y if and only if 
(i) C(x) . C(y);, 
(ii) x(0) = y(0); x(1) = y(1) (in BA). 
Thus, 	 for example, in the free band generated by (x/,x2,x3,x4), 
the words 
x1 x2x3x1 x2x1 x3x2x1 and x1 x2x3x2x1 
represent the same element in BA. 
THEOREM 3.10. If x,y 	 BA, then 
(i) x w y if and only if C(y),:-",:. C(x), x(0) = yx(0), x(1) . xy(1); 
(ii) x X y 	 if 	 and 	 only 	 if 	 C(y)  E C(x), 	 xz(0) = yz(0), 
zx(1) = zy(1) for all z e BA such that C(x) c- C(z); 
(iii) x k y if and only if C(y) c_ 
 C(x), [x(0) = ] xz(0) = yz(0), 
[x(1) = ] zx(1) = zy(1), for all z c BA such'that C(x) = C(z). 
PROOF. Let x,y e BA. 
(i) Suppose that x w y, i.e. x = xy = yx. Hence C(y) .:=C(x) and, 
by Lemma 3.9, x(1) = xy(1), x(0) . yx(0). 
Conversely, 
	 assume 	 that 	 x,y 	 are such that C(y) SiC(x), 
x(0) = yx(0) and x(1) = xy(1). Since C(Y) a C(x), then x(0) = xy(0), 
x(1) . yx(1) and, by Lemma 3.9: 
x = xy yx. 
(ii) Suppose that x X y. Then x w y and, by (i), C(y) EC(x). Let 
z e BA be such that C(x) 	 C(z). By Corollary 3.6, we have xzx' = yzx' 
and x'zx = x'zy for all x' in V(x), i.e. for all x' in BA for which 
C(x') = C(x). Hence 
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xzx'z = yzx'z, zx'zx = zx'zy. 
But zx's = z, since C(zx'z) = C(z), zx'z(0) = z(0) and zx'z(1) = z(1). 
Hence 
xz = yz, zx = zy 
and, by Lemma 3.9, xz(0) = yz(0) and zx(1) = zy(1). 
Conversely, 	 suppose 	 that 	 C(y) c C(x) 
	 and 	 xz(0) = yz(0), 
zx(1) = zy(1), for all z c BA such that C(x) 	 C(z). Let x' c V(x) and 
u c BA. Then 	 C(ux'), C(x) c C(x,u). Hence 
xux'(1) = ux'(1) = yux,(1) 
(since C(y)c. C(x) c C(x'u)). 
Similarly, 
x'ux(0) = x'uy(0). 
Also, using the hypothesis, 
xuxt(0) = yux1(0), x'ux(1) = x'uy(1). 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.9, 
xux' = yux', x'ux = x'uy. 
Thus, by Corollary 3.6, 
x X y. 
(iii) Suppose that x k y. Then x = xzy = yzx, for all z 
	 V(x), 
i.e. for all z E BA such that C(z) = C(x). Hence zx = zy, xz = yz for 
all z such that C(z) = C(x) and, by Lemma 3.9, zx(1) = zy(1) and 
xz(0) = yz(0). 	 Notice that xz(0) . x(0) and zx(1) = x(1) 
	 since 
C(x) = C(z). Also C(y) S C(x) since k 
	 w and the result follows. 
Conversely, 
	 suppose that x,y c BA are such that C(y) c 
 C(x) and 
x(1) = zy(1), x(p) = yz(0), for all z E BA such that C(z) = C(x). As 
we noticed before, x(1) . zx(1) and x(0) . xz(0) since x and z have the 
same content. On the other hand zx(0) = zy(0) [ = z(0)], xz(1) = yz(1) 
[ 	 z(1)), since C(y) s C(x) = C(z). Hence, by Lemma 3.9, 
• 
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zx = zy, xz = yz 
for all z c,_- BA such that C(z) = C(x), i.e. for all z G-V(x). Therefore, 
x = xzy = yzx, for all z a V(x) and x k y as required. 
EXAMPLES. 
	 These examples will provide semigroups where different 
relationships exist between A, k and '. 
1. In Section 4 we will show that in T(X), the semigroup of all 
transformations of a set X, 
1 . 	 = 
2. In the free band generated by (a,b,c), 
X kcw. 
To see this, first consider x = abca, y = a. Then x w y. However, 
if z = acba then 
C(x) = C(z), zx(1) = ca, zy(1) = ba 
and hence, 	 by Theorem 3.10 (iii), we do not have x k y. Therefore 
k a w. 
Next consider x = aba, y = a and z = acbab. 	 Then C(x) 	 C(z), 
yz(0) = ac, 	 xz(0) = aba and so, by Theorem 3.10 (ii), it is not the 
case that x X y. To show that x k y, 	 let z e BA be such that 
0(z) = C(x). 	 Then z = ab or ba or aba or bab. Computing we can see 
that, for any of these hypotheses 
x(0) . yz(0), x(1) = zy(1). 
Therefore, x k y and so X c k. 
4. 	 In any normal band we have ), = k = w. An example of a normal 
band of order 4 is the semigroup that results from considering the 
following multiplication table 
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abed 
aabca 
b a b c a 
cabea 
dabcd 
In this case 
X=k=w=lu {(a,d)}. 
5. In the band decribed by the table below we have 
1 =Xciccw 
where 
k = 1 U {(a,d)}. 
w = 1 U {(b,c),(a,c),(a,d)}. 
abed 
abaa 
abba 
a b c a 
abad 
6. Another example Of situation 1 is the orthodox semigroup 
described by 
abed 
a a b a a 
babbb 
eabed 
dabde 
where ' = 1 U {(a,c),(b,c),(b,d), (a,d)}. 
a 
b 
d 
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4. The Par_tiaj  orders 	 in  TUC) and PT(i)) 
In this Section we study the Nambooripad and Lallement partial 
orders on the semigroup of all [partial] transformations over a set X, 
T(X) [PT(X)]. 	 We show that ), :IN)  in these semigroups, which are 
therefore not locally inverse. 
LEMMA 4.1. In the semigroup T(X) of all transformations over a set 
X, let f,g be idempotents. Then 
(a) f w1 g if and only if Ker g Ker f; 
(b) f w1 g if and only if im f c Im g; 
(e) f w g if only if Ker g c Ker f, Im - f c. Im 5. 
PROOF. (a) Let f,g be idempotents of T(X) such that f r 
f = gf. Suppose that (x,y) 	 Ker g. Then 
xf = x(gf) = (xg)f = (yg)f = y(gf) = yf. 
Hence Ker g c Ker f. 
Suppose that Ker g 
	
C. Then, g being an idempotent, 
•(x,xg) a Ker g 
for all x in X. Thus 
g, i.e. 
(x,xg) c Ker f 
and so xf = (xg)f = x(gf). Hence f = gf. 
(b) Let f,g be idempotents of T(X) such that f wl g, 	 i.e. 
f = fg. Suppose that y a Im f. Let x c. X be such that y = xf. Then 
yg 	 (xf)g = x(fg) = xf = y 
and so y e Im g. 
Conversely, 	 assume that Im f c Im g. 	 Then, 	 for all x a X, 
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xf 6 Im f and so xf c Im g. Therefore, there exists X0 € X such that 
xf = x
o
g. Hence x(fg) = (xf)g = (x0g)g =x0g2 = xog = xf, and f w
1 g 
as required. 
(c) is a consequence of parts (a) and (b). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. In T(X) let h,f,g be idempotents. Then 
h e S(f,g) if and only if (i) Im h 	 Im f; (ii) Ker g c Ker h; 
(iii) Im fg s Im hg. 
PROOF. Let h,f,g be idempotents of T(X). h e S(f,g) if and only if 
hf = h = gh and fg = fhg. That is, h wl f, h wr .g and fg = fhg. From 
Lemma 4.1, this is equivalent to saying that 
Im h c Im f; Ker g c Ker h; fg fhg. 
Now suppose that y E Im fg, i.e. there exists x such that y = xfg. 
Thus, since fg = fhg, 
y r xfg = xfhg e Im hg. 
Conversely, let h,f,g be idempotents of T(X) satisfying (i),(ii), 
and (iii). Let us prove that fg = fhg. Let x e X. Then xfg 6 Im fg. 
Bence xfg 6 Im hg. Thus, there exists a c X such that 
xfg = ahg 
therefore (Xf,ah) 6 Ker g, and since Ker g s Ker h 
xfh = ahh = ah. . 
Hence xfhg = ahg = xfg and so fhg = fg as required. 
LEMMA 4.3. In T(X), for any f and f' in V(f), Ker f = Ker (ff"), 
Im f = Im (f'f). 
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PROOF. It is a consequence of Exercise 10 of [15,II] since T(X) is 
regular and so, for any f in T(X) and f' in V(X), 
(f,fff)c a and (f,f'f)C 
	 . 
THEOREM 4.4. 	 Let .f,g be elements in T(X). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) 	 g; 
(ii) (1) for all y c Im f, 	 yf'1 ; 
 
(2) Ker g c Ker f, and 
(3) Im f c.Im g; 
(iii) (1) for all g' e V(g), fg' and g'f are idempotents, 
(2) Ker g 	 Ker f, and. 
(3) Im f 	 Im g. 
PROOF. 	 From Proposition 2.4 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, it follows 
that (i)< *(iii). We will prove that (i) t(ii) 
(i) :;>(ii). Suppose that f J g. Then there exists an inverse f' of 
f in T(X) such that f = ff'g = gf'f, by Proposition 2.3. Suppose that 
x E yg-1, where y = zfe Im f. Then 
xf = xgf'f = yf'f = zff'f = zf = y 
and so x c yf-1  . Thus yg
-1c yf-1 as required. Conditions (2) and (3) 
follow from Proposition 2.4, Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3. 
(ii) 4>(iii). 	 Suppose that f,g are such that (ii) holds. 
	 Let 
x 	 X. Then xf c Im f and so there exists a c X such that xf = ag, by 
(3), and so a ca(xf)g-1. Thus , by (1), a ‹:(xf)f-1 and so of 	 xf. 
Let g' e V(g). Then xfg'g 	 agg'g = ag. Thus 
(xfgr,a) 	 Ker g. 
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since Ker g 	 Ker f, (xfg',a) E< Ker f, i.e. 
xfg'f = af. 
Hence, 
xfg'fg' = af.g' = xfg' 
and so fg' is an idempotent. 
To show that g'f is an idempotent, let x e X. Then xg'f E_ Im f. 
And, by (3), xg'f = ag for some a E X. Hence 
xg'fg'g = agg'g = ag. 
Since Ker g c Ker f, 
xg'fg'f = af. 
On the other hand, a -c--(xg,f)g-1. Thus, by (1), a E (xg,f)f-1, i.e.  
af = xg'f. Thus 
xg'fg'f = xg'f . 
and g'f is an idempotent as required. 
THEOREM 4.5. In T(X), A = 1. 
PROOF. Let f,g E T(X) be such that f X g. Let a be a fixed element 
in X. Define h by 
xh = -a, for all x in X. 
Notice that (h,hf) c 	 , for h is an idempotent and h = hf.h. Since 
f g, 	 hf = hg. Therefore ahf = ahg, and so af = ag. 	 But a was 
arbitrary and so f = g as required. 
pgRosium 4.6. In T(X), k = 1. 
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PROOF. 	 Let f,g E T(X) be such that f k g. Let x EI.X. Define 
f
x
: X >X by 
y if y e X \ Xf 
xify= xf 
- 
a fixed chosen element in yf 1 
Y' 
if y a Xf \fxf). 
Then zff
x
f = zf, for all z el.X. Hence 
* * 
f
x 
 ff
x 
 e V(f). 
I * e 
Write f
x 
 f 
x 
 ff 
x
. Since f k g 
xf = xff
x
g = xff
x
g xg. 
As this argument can be applied to every x in X it follows that f = g. 
Now let us consider the semigroup PT(X) of all partial 
transformations over a set X. 
PT(X) can be embedded in T(X°), where X°  is X together with an 
extra element 0, as following: 
§ PT(X) 
	
)T(X°) 	 (4.7) 
• xf, if x a Dom f 
f 	 ->f+ defined by xf+  
0, if x a X° Dom f. 
Let us prove that is a monomorphism. Considering that in PT(X), 
f = g if and only if Domf. Domgand (VxzDom f) xf = xg 
it is clear that if f,g e PT(X) are such that fP., ,FL then f = g. Hence 
is injective. Now to prove that 	 is a homomorphism, let 
f,g e PT(X). Then (fg)4 and f+g+ are defined by 
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4. 	 x(fg), if x e. Dom(fg) 
x(fg) 
0, if x e X° \ Dom (fg). 
and 
0, if x e Xo \ Dom f 
xfg =< 0, if x e Dom f and xf e X°  \ Dom g 
xfg, if x e Dom f and xf e Dom g. 
Hence, 	 since Dom (fg) = (Im f n Dom g)f-1, [15,I,4], 	 f+g+ = (fg)+. 
Also the image of 1 is Z = (g _T(X°): Og = 0), since given g c Z, 
define f e PT(X) by 
xg, if xg ( 0, x E. X 
xf 
undefined otherwise 
and notice that f+ = g. Hence PT(X) can be identified with Z and if h 
is an inverse of f in PT(X) then 11+ is an inverse of f+ in T(X°) which, 
in particular, belongs to Z. 
LEMMA 4.8. If f,g are idempotents in PT(X), then 
(i) f+,g+ are idempotents of T(X0); 
(ii) f wr g in PT(X) if and only if fl" wr g+ in T(e); 
(iii) f wl g in PT(X) if and only if f+ wl g+ in T(X°); 
(iv) f w g in PT(X) if and' only if f+ w g+ in T(X°). 
PROOF. Let f,g be idempotents of PT(X). Part (i) is clear, since 
is a morphism. 	 To prove (ii), suppose that f wr g in PT(X). Then 
f ,. gf. Hence 
f = (gf) = gf+ 
Since f+,g4- are idempotents of T(X°), it follows that f+ wr g+ in 
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T(X°). 	 The converse follows from the fact that is a monomorphism. 
Part (iii) is similar, and (iv) is a consequence of (ii) and (iii). 
LEMMA 4.9. If f,g are elements of PT(X), then 
f g in PT(X) if and only if f+ \) g+ in T(X°). 
PROOF. 	 Let f,g c PT( ) . 	 Suppose that f 	 g in PT(X). 	 By 
Proposition 2.4, there exist f' in V(f) and g' in V(g) such that fg', 
g'fcE(PT(X)), (ff') r (W), (f'f) wl (g'g). Hence, (fr)+ being an 
inverse of f+ and (gi)+ an inverse of g+, 
e(g,)+, (g 1)+f+  a E(T(X°)) and 
(f+(ft)+ ) wr (g+(gt)+), ((ft)+f+) wl ((g,)+g+).  
Thus, by Proposition 2.4, in T(X°) we have f+,e)  g+. 
Conversely, 	 suppose that f.1-) g+ in T(X°). By Proposition 2.3, 
C 
there is an inverse f of f+ in T(X°) such that 
f+ = efee = g+fCf+. 
Let f°  be defined by 
xf° xf , xEX 
Of° = 0 
then if x E. Dom f we have xf+ = xf 0, and so 
xf+f°f+ = xff°f+ = xfff+, since xf 0 
= xf+f* f+ = xf+ 
and if x Dom f, 
xf+ef+ = Of°f+ = Of+ .= 0 = xf+. 
Hence, f+ef+  = . So fo f+ fo is an inverse of f+ . Since 
ofoef
o of+fo Of° = 0, 
we have f°f+f° C Z and so f°f+f°  = h+, for some h PT(X). Notice that 
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h+f+ = 	 (4.10) 
since liff+ 	 f0.f4-efl. = ef+. Similarly 
f+h+ = ef°. 	 (4.11) 
Also 
fi 	 = f fog+ = g+fof + 
	
(4.12) 
for if x c Dom f then 
xef0g+ = xfee = xffg+ (since xf A 0) 
xf+f*g+  
and if x /, Dom f then xeee = Of°g+ = Og+ . 0 
To prove that f+ = ef0e, notice that Dom f s Dom 
x e Dom f; then 
„ 
0 	 xf . xf+ = xef f , since f+  . g f . 
Hence x e-- Dom g, for otherwise 
xef*f+ = Of*f+ = 0, 
since if Of f 	 0 then, f being an inverse of f+, 
to* 
0 = Of+ = Of+  f f+  Of f f O. 
Let x c Dom g. Then 
xeee = xgef+  = xgff+ (since xg 0) 
xef*f+ = xf+ (since f+ = of f+). 
If x ¢C Dom g, then 
xef°f+ = Of°f+ = Of+ . O. 
Since Dom f Dom g, 
xf, if x E Dom f 
xef0f4- = xf+ = 0, if x e Dom g Dom f 
0, 	 if x 5Z Dom g 
hence 
g+fOf= f. 
It follows from (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) that 
Suppose that 
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e = eh+g+ = g+h+f+. 
Since 	 (defined by (4.7)) is a monomorphism, we then have, in PT(X), 
f = fhg = ghf. 	 (4.13) 
Also, since h+ is an inverse of f+, we have 
e 	 eh+f+ and h+ 
 = h+f+h+ , 
and so, again by the monomorphic property of 15, 
f 	 fhf and h = hfh, 
therefore h is an inverse of f in PT(X) satisfying (4.13). Hence f J g 
as required. 
THEORBM 4.111. Let f,g be elements of PT(X). Then 
f 	 g if - and only if (1) for all y c. IM 	 yf-1 ; 
(2) Ker g n (Doe f x Dom g) c Ker f and 
Dom f Dom g; 
(3) im I C Im g. 
PROOF. Let f,g c PT(X). By Lemma 4.9, 
f 	 g in PT(X) iff f+ N) g+ in T(X°). 
By Theorem 4.)1, 
e 	 g+ in T(X°) iff (1') for all y r Im e, y(g+)-1c y(e)-1 ; 
(2') Ker g+ c Ker e; 
(3, ) Im f+ 	 Im g+.. 
Noticing that, for any f a PT(X), Im e = Im f U {03, it is clear 
that (3) and (3') are equivalent. 
To show that (2, )* (2), suppose that Ker g+ c Ker f+ and let 
x a Dom f, 	 y a Dom g and (x,y) a Ker g. 	 Hence xg = yg, •and so 
xg+ = yg+. 	 Thus xe = ye, and since x is in Dom f, we have 
xe = xf. Hence yea X and so y a Dom f and ye = yf. Thus xf yf. 
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We have thus shown that 
Ker g n (Dom f x Dom g) c Ker f. 
To show the other half of (2), let x TLDom g. Then (x, 0) 	 Ker e and 
so (x,0) c Ker f+. Hence xf+ = Of+ = 0 and so x L  Dom f. Thus 
Dom f_s•-_=. Dom g. 
Conversely, suppose that (2) holds. We show that (2') follows. Let 
(x,y) c Ker e. 	 Then xg+ = ye and so x,y c Dom g or x,y Dom g. 
Assume first that x,y s. Dom g. Then x,y Dom f by (2) and so 
xe . ye . 0, 
giving 
(x,y) a Ker 
Now suppose that x,y c Dom g. Since Dom C Dom g, either 
(i) x,y E Dom g \ Dom f or 
(ii) x c Dom f and y c Dom g \ Dom f or 
(iii) y e Dom f and x a Dom g ♦ Dom f or 
(iv) x,y a Dom f. 
In case (1), xf+ = ye = 0 and the result follows. 	 In case (ii), 
(x,Y)c Ker g n (Dom f x Dom g) and so, by (2), (x,y) a: Ker f. Thus 
x,y e Dom f and xe = xf = yf = ye giving (x,y) c Ker f+. Similarly 
in case (iii). When (iv) holds then, again by (2), (x,y) C Ker f and 
so (x,y) 	 Ker f+ as required. Therefore 
Ker e E Ker f+. 
Finally, 	 suppose that (1), (2) and (3) hold. Let us show (1'). 
Suppose that y E In e and x c.y(g+)-1. If y = 0 then 0 	 xg*  and so 
x 	 Dom g. Since Dom f c Dom g, it follows that x 4 Dom f and so 
0 = xe. 	 Hence x ciy(e)-1. If y 0 then y a Im f and y = xec.-. X. 
- 1 Hence x E Dom g and y = xg. Then y e Im f and x E. yg 	 and hence 
-1 x c-.-yf 
	 by (1). Thus y = xf = xf' and so x € y(e)-1. 
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Conversely, suppose that (1'), (2') and (3') hold. To prove (1), 
let y a. im f and x e yg-1. Then y c Im f+ and y m xg = 	 Hence 
x e y(e)-1 and so x ay(e)-1 by (1'). Therefore y = xf+ and, since 
y a Im f it follows that y = xf. Hence x c. yf-1  as required- 
THEOREM 4.15. In PT(X), a m 1 U {(o,g):g e. PT(X)}. 
PROOF. Let f,g a. PT(X). Suppose that f .0. Then f' e V(f) if and 
only if 1' mo. Hence ff'PT(X) = PT(X)f'f = {0} and; by Theorem 3.5, 
(f,g) e X. 
Now. suppose that f,g are such that f X g and f is not empty. Let 
f 	 be an inverse of f. Then f 0 0. 	 Let c E Dom f and a = cf . 
Define f' by 
a 
xf' = 
a 
xf , x e Dom f
* 
a , if x Im g • Dom f 
Let us prove that ft
a 
 is an inverse of f. Notice that 
Im f Im g c Dom fa 	 (since 	 f X g 	 and X C-‘)  ) 	 and 	 so 
Im f n Dom f' = Im f. Hence 
• a 
Dom (ff') = (Im f n Dom q)f-1  = (Im f)f-1 = Dom f. 	 (1) 
C 
Since f is an inverse of f, it follows that 
C 	 is 
xf = xff f = (xf)f f 
for all x in Dom f. Hence 
Im f c 
 Dom (f 
	 c. Dom f . 
Similarly, Im I c- Dom f. Therefore 
Im (ff") = (Im f n Dom ft)f,  
a 	 a a 
= (Im Oft 
a 
(Dom f )ft 
a 
Im f 
(by Definition of fl) 
Dom f. 	 (2) 
To prove that ff,
a
f = f, we need to show that they have the same 
domain and that they coincide in that domain, First, 
Dom (riff) = (Im CC' n Dom f)(fq) -1 
a 
= (Im ff')(ff') -1 
a a 
by (2), 
Dom (ft") a 
= Dom f 
by (1). Also if x e Dom f, then 
as 
Xff,f = (xf)f f 
a 
since xf e Im f Dom f 
= xf, 
since f E V(f). Hence ff'f = f. 
We.also have qffl = q. To see this, notice'first that 
Dom (T11) = (Im n Dom fq)q-1 
= (Im f' n Dom f)f'
a 1, a  
by (1), 
= (Im f n Dom Of' 
a
-1
, 
C 
since Im f' = Im f by Definition of f
a
', 
= (Im f )fa-1, 
C 
since Im f 	 Dom f, 
1 	
a 
= (Im f')f,
a 	
= Dom f'. 
C 
Now let x eDom f'
a
. If x e Dom f , then 
C 
xf'ff,  = xf If' 
a a 	 a 
* * 
= xf ff , 
since Im f c- Dom f , 
= xf , 
since f* 	 V(f), 
= xf, 
while if x e- Im g \ Dom fa, then 
xfi
a
ff,
a 
 = aff', 
a 
since xi" 
a 
= a, 
* 
= aff 
since Im Cc_ Dom f , 
a a 
=of ff , 
* 
since a = of , 
since f e V(f), 
* 
= of , 
= a 
xf1. 
a 
Hence fa 
	
V(f). 
Our aim is to prove that f = g, i.e. that Dom g = Dom f and that 
xf = xg for all x E. Dom f. 
Since f X g and fa e V(f), we have 
CI"a 
	 a 
= gf', 
and thus 
Dom (fq) = Dom (gq) 
= (Im g n Dom. q)g-1  
= (Im g)g 1 
(since Dom fa Im g) 
= Dom g 
hence, by (1), Dom f = Dom g. 
Let x cr. Dom f, and define an element bx in PT(X) by 
Dom h
x 
= (x,xf) 
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x = xh
x 
= (xf)h
x
. 
Then h
x 
 = h 
x 
 fh 
x
, since 
Im (h f) = (Im h
x 
n Dom f)f = {x}f = {xf} E Dom  hx
, 
 
and so 
Dom (hxfhx) = (Im (hxf) n Dom hx)(hx0-1  
= (Im (h
x
0)(h
x 
-1 
= Dom (h
xf) 
= (Im h
x 
n Dom 011;1 
= ({x})11;1 
= Dom hx, 
 
x(h 
x 
 fh 
x
) = xfh
x 
= x = xh
x 
and 
(xf)(hxfhx) = ((xf)hx)fhx = x(fhx) = (xf)hx. 
Therefore 
(h
x 
 ,h 
x
f) 
We are assuming that f X g. So by Definition of A we must have 
h
x
f = h
x
g. 
Hence, since x. E Dom (h
xf), 
x(hxf) = x(hxg) 
i.e. xf = xg. 
But x was an arbitrary element in Dom f ( = Dom g), and so f = g as 
required. 
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CHAPIER JL ON LEFT OUASINORMAL ORTHODOX SEMIGROUPS, 
The existence of a smallest inverse semigroup congruence on an 
orthodox semigroup is known (Yamada [41], Meakin [22], 	 Hall [14]). 
Also known is the fact that a regular semigroup S is locally inverse 
and orthodox if and only if there exists a local isomorphism from S 
onto an inverse semigroup T (McAlister [20]). 
In this chapter we show the existence of a smallest R-unipotent 
congruence c.,) on an orthodox semigroup S and give its expression in the. 
case 'where S is also right semiregular. A left quasinormal band being 
right semiregular, we finish by proving that a regular semigroup S is 
left quasinormal and orthodox if and only if there exists a local 
isomorphism from S onto an R-unipotent semigroup T. 
R-uipotent congrueneg on an orthodox semigrouu. 
The equivalence 
{(a,b) S x S: V(a) 	 = V(b)) 
	
(1.1) 
on a regular semigroup was introduced by Yamada [40] who also shows 
that there exists a smallest inverse semigroup congruence on an 
orthodox semigroup [41]. 
Using different methods Meakin [22] and Hall [14] showed that if S 
is orthodox then is the smallest inverse semigroup congruence on S. 
Moreover, 	 Hall proved that if S is regular and ); is a congruence on S 
then S is necessarily orthodox. 
It 	 is also known (see Howie [15,VI.1]) that the v- class of an 
idempotent e of S is a rectangular sub-band of E(S) and that 
eX=-V(e) 	 (1.2) 
- 	 • - 
We will show the existence of a smallest R-unipotent congruence on 
an orthodox semigroup. 
LEMMA 1.3. 	 Let a,b be elements in an orthodox semigroup S. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (30 c V(a)) ( 3 b' E V(b)) a = ba'a, b = ab'b; 
(ii) (V a' s V(a)) (V b'°= V(b)) a . ba'a, b = ab'b; 
(iii) (a a' o V(a)) ( 3 b' E V(b)) aV(a'a) = bV(b'b); 
(iv) (Va' 	 V(a)) ( V br c V(b)) aV(a'a) = bV(b'b). 
PROOF. We show that (i)* (iii) :4> (iv)* 
	
(i). 
(i)*(iii). Suppose that a = ba'a , b = ab'b for some a' in V(a), 
b' 	 in V(b). Then brbar elr(b) by Theorem 1.1.1. But blbaf c_V(a) also, 
since 	 ab'ba'a = ba'a = a, 	 brbarabrbar = b'abrbar = b'ba'; 	 hence 
V(a)n V(b) e and so again by Theorem 1.1.1 we must have 
	
V(a) = V(b) 	 (1.4). 
By Theorem 1.1.3, it follows that 
V(a'a) = V(b'b). 
Now let e V(a.' a) . Then 
ae = ba'ae c bV(a'a) 
(since V(a'a) is a subsemigroup of,E(S)). 
bV(b'b). 
Thus aV(a'a) _c_7:1)V(bfb), and the opposite inclusion follows in the same 
way. 
(iii) :4.,  (iv). As remarked above in Theorem 1.1.2 
V(a"a)..V(afa) 
for all a',0 , in V(a). The result is then obvious. 
(iv) (ii). Let a' c V(a), bre'. V(b). Then 
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a = aa'a £aV(a'a) = bV(b'b) by (iv) 
and so a = Of for some f in V(b'b). Equally b = ae for some e in 
V(a'a). Hence, since V(b'b) is a rectangular band, 
b = bb'b = bb'bfb'b = bfb'b = ab'b, 
and similarly a = ba'a. 
(ii) 	 (i). 	 This is immediate, and so the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
Now define a relation R on an orthodox semigroup S by 
{(a,b) e S x S:(3 a, 
 c V(a)) (3 b' 	 V(b)) a = ba'a, b = ab'b}. (1.5) 
LEMMA 1.6. Let S be an orthodox semigroup. The relation R defined 
by (1.5) is a left compatible equivalence contained in 
PROOF. 	 Lemma 1.3 	 in effect gives 	 a few alternative 
characterisations of R. From the fourth of these it is clear that R is 
an equivalence. 	 It follows from (1.4) above that RS-. . It remains 
therefore to show that R is left compatible. Let (a,b) 	 R and c c S. 
Then (a,b) 't{ and so (cat cb) a y since y is left compatible. Hence, 
by Theorem 1.1.3 
V(a'c'ca) = V(b'c'cb) 
for any a' in V(a), b' in V(b) and c,  in V(c). 
Now let f E V(atcYca). Theh 
cal = cbaYaf, 
since a = baYa and so 
a'af e V(ala)V(atcYca) c V(a'c'caa'a) by (1.1.1) 
= V(atcYca) = V(bYcicb). 
Thus 
caV(a'c'ca) cw 
 obV(b'c'cb), 
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and the other inclusion follows similarly. 
LymmA 1.7. In an orthodox semigroup S, efV(ef) = efeV(efe) for all 
idempotents e,f. 
PROOF. Since of c V(ef) n V(efe) it follows by Theorem 1.1.1 that 
V(ef) = V(efe). Hence 
efeV(efe) 
	
efV(e)V(efe) 	 efV(efe.e) by Theorem I.1.1 
= efV(efe) = efV(ef). 
Conversely, suppose that g C V(ef). Then 
fg c V(f)V(ef) 	 V(ef.f) = V(ef). 
Thus 
fV(ef) c V(ef) = V(efe) 
and so efV(ef) = efefV(ef) = efe.fV(ef) G efeV(efe). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
YHEORDI 1.8. 	 In an orthodox semigroup S, 	 the congruence 
generated by 11 is the smallest R-unipotent congruence. 
PROOF. 	 Let P be the congruence on S generated by R. (See Howie 
[15,I.53.) We will show that 	 is an R-unipotent congruence, i.e. that 
the regular semigroup S/Q is R-unipotent. 
By Lallement's Lemma (I.1.4) any idempotent of S/F can be written 
as e e where e s-E(S). Suppose that ec,,f Pare idempotents of Sq. Then 
by 	 Lemma 1.7 	 and 	 Lemma 1.3 (iii) we have (ef,efe) a. R; 	 hence 
(ef,efe)s Q ; and so 
= e(.q.9) 
in Stc. Thus 	 is R-unipotent. 
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Finally, 	 consider an arbitrary R-unipotent congruence H on S and 
assume that (a,b) E. R, i.e. that a = bate., b = ab'b for some a' in 
V(a) and b' in V(b). Then 
ae= be.(a'a)H = b0.(ala)D.b'D.b0 
(since b'e is in V(b0), (a'a)0 is an idempotent of sio and S/0 is 
R-unipotent, by Theorem 1.1.5) 
= (ha'ab‘b)0 = (ab,b)e = bD. 
Hence R SSD and so, e being a congruence, VG O. 
The equivalence R is always contained in the Green relation S) and 
in the case of a band they coincide. The free band generated by three 
different elements gives an example where R is not right compatible and 
therefore not a congruence [1]. We shall see eventually that R is a 
congruence if and only if S is a semigroup whose band of idempotents is 
right semiregular, i.e. for which in E(S) the identity efg = efegefg 
holds. 
Dual results can be shown for the case of the smallest L-unipotent 
congruence Z.,  on an orthodox semigroup. The congruence 5 is generated 
by the right compatible equivalence 
L = [(a,b) e S x S: (Ha' e V(a)) (A b' e V(b)) V(aa')a = V(bb,)b}. 
It is interesting to recall [15,VI.1.131 that 
= 	 (a,b) e S x S:( 	 a' 	 V(a)) ( a 1)1. 	 V(b)) V(aa')aV(a'a) =- 
V(bb,)bV(Wb)}. 
The definitions of R and L were suggested by this expression for 
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2. 	 The smallest R-unipoten1 congruence on a right semiregular 
gtthgdp):: semigroup.  
In an orthodox semigroup S a set ,k 
	 I} of subsets of S is 
said to be a kernel normal system of S if it satisfies: 
OM Ai n Ai =0 if i j; 
(K2) each Ai contains an idempotent of S and each idempotent of S 
is contained in some Ai; 
(K3) if 
a c,  A 	 A. 
i I 1  
then V(a) C A; 
(10-1) for each a in S, a' in V(a) and i in I there exists j in I 
such that 
aA.a' c:- A.; 
a. 
(K5) for each i,j in I there exists k in I such that 
A.A. Ak  ; j  
((6)ifa,bacAi andb,a,bthcA.for some b' in V(b), i,j in I, 
then b a Ai. 
Meakin [23] showed: 
THEOREM 2.1. 	 Let S be an orthodox semigroup. If J1, is a kernel 
normal system in S then the relation 
Isjj. {(a,b) 	 S x S:(3 a' c V(a)) (B b' e V(b)) (V i,j a I) 
ba.,,aavE.A.and b'a,b'b E A.)  
is a congruence on S, and A is the set ofp -classes of idempotents of 
S. 
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Conversely, if y is a congruence then the set 
J. = (e: e E E(S)} 
is a kernel normal system in S and P = P 
k A • 
NOTE. From this last theorem we deduce that given a kernel normal 
system ) in S there exists one and only one congruence on S such that 
J1. is its set of classes of idempotents of S. 
The set E(S) of idempotents of an orthodox semigroup gives rise to 
a collection of subsets which comes near to being a kernel normal 
system: 
LEMMA 2.2 
	 In 	 an 	 orthodox 	 semigroup 	 S 	 the 	 set 
2ta= {eV(e): e e E(S)) satisfies (K1), (K2), (1(3), (K4), (K6). 
PROOF. Notice that eV(e) is a right zero band: if g,h e V(e) then 
eg.eh = ege.h = eh. 
To 	 prove (K1), 
	
suppose that 	 e,f a E(S) 	 are 	 such 	 that 
eV(e)nfV(f) / 0. 	 Then since eV(e) S V(e) and fV(f) c  V(f) it follows 
that V(e) n V(f) 	 o and hence by Theorem I.1.1 that V(e) = V(f). 	 In 
fact we even have 
eV(e) = fV(f)'; 
for if h a eV(e) n fV(f) then the right zero property of eV(e) and 
fV(f) means that 
fe = hf.he = h.fh.e = hhe = he = e 
and similarly of = f. Hence for all g in V(e) 
eg = feg a fV(e) = fV(f) 
giving eV(e) ,c - fV(f). The other inclusion follows in the same way and 
so we have: 
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eV(e) fl fV(f) # e > eV(e) = fV(f) 
as required. 
Property (K2) is obvious. 
To prove (K3) note that if 
eV(e) 
e e E(S) 
then a E fV(f) for some f E. E(S) and so certainly a E, V(f). 
Let g EV(a). 	 Since a E B(S) it follows that g a E(S) and so 
g a. gV(g). Thus 
V(a)g; 	 eV(e) 
e 5(S) 
as required. 
To prove (K/I), take a E. S, e E E(S), a' E, V(a). Then 
a.eV(e).0 S V(a')V(e)V(a) 	 V(aea'), 
where aea' e. E(S). 
Suppose that x E V(e). Then 
aea'.aexa' = aa'a.ea'aexa, 
 = a.alae.a'ae.xa,  
a.a'ae.xa' (since a'ae E-E(S)) 
= aexat. 
Thus aexa' E aea'V(aea') and so 
a.eV(e).a, 	 aea'.V(aea') 
as required. 
To prove (K6), suppose that a,ba 
	 eV(e) 
	
and that b'a,b'b E fV(f). Since ba,a c,,eV(e) CZ, V(e), 	 we haVe that 
a a. E(S) and ba- E_V(a). Hence 
a = a.ba.a = aba. 
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Also V(b'a) = V(b'b) = V(f) and abc.- V(b'a) since a eE(S). Hence 
b'b = b1 b.ab.b1 b 	 and so b = bab. 	 Thus a c V(a) n V(b), 	 and so 
V(a) = V(b). Hence 
b = bab = ba.b 
	
eV(e).V(e) = eV(e). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Notice that in the list of properties established for 90.the 
property (K5) is absent. If (K5) held it would mean that for all 
e,f 6 E(S) there would exist g e E(S) such that 
	
eV(e).fV(f) 	 gV(g). 
Such statement is in general not true, as the following example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE. 	 Consider the free band generated by {x/,x2,x3,x4}. Let 
e = xix2, f = x3x4, x = x1 x2x1 	 V(e), y = x3x4x3 e V(f ). 
Then 
eefy = x1x2x3x4x3x4x3 x1x2x3x4x3  
ckix2x3x4V(xix2x3x4) 
while 
exfy .xxxxxxxxxx —xxxxxx 1 2 1 2 1 3 4 3 4 3 — 1 2 1 3 4 3 
e x1x2x1x3x V(x1 x2x1 x3x 
If there were g such that eV(e)fV(f) c gV(g), then we would have 
xxxxV(xxxx).gV(g)=xxxxxV(xxxxx) 
1 2 3 4 	 1 2 3 4 	 1 2 1 3 4 	 1 2 1 3 4 
,by (K1). However, this is false, since 
xix2x1 x3x4 x1 x2x3x4V(x/x2x3x4). 
To see this notice that if we had 
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x1x2x1 x3x4 	 x1 x2x3x4V(x1 x2x3x4)  
then the two elements 
a = x1 x2x1 x3x4 and b .74 x1 x2x3x4.x1 x2x/x3x4  
would be equal. This, however, is not so, since 
a(0)(1) = x2, b(0)(1) = x1' 
However, if S is a right semiregular orthodox semigroup, i.e. if S 
is an orthodox semigroup whose band of idempotents E(S) is right 
regular (i.e. 	 in E(S) the identity efg = efegofg holds), we do have 
that (K5) holds, as we prove in Theorem 2.8. 
LEMMA 2.3. In an orthodox semigroup S lot e,f a E(S). Then there 
exists g a E(S) such that 
eV(e)fV(f) 
	 gV(g) if and only if eV(e)fV(f) 	 efV(ef). 
PROOF. Suppose that S is orthodox and e,f,g a E(S) are such that 
eV(e)fV(f)c.i-:- gV(g). 
Then of E gV(g) n efV(ef); Since I'D satisfies (K1), by Lemma 2.2, 
gV(g) = efV(ef) 
and the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. In a regular semigroup 5, if eV(e)fV(f) 	 efV(ef) for 
all e,f c E(S), then S is orthodox. 
PROOF. 	 Let e,f m E(S). Then eV(e)fV(f) c  efV(ef). Hence there 
exists x a V(ef) such that of = ef.x. Therefore 
ef.ef = efx.ef 	 ef 
and so S is orthodox. 
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LEMMA 2.5. 
	 In an orthodox semigroup S, 	 the R-class of an 
idempotent e of S is eV(e). 
PROOF. 	 Let e 	 E(S) and a e S be such that (e,a) E. R. 	 Then 
V(a) = V(e) since (e,a) W by Lemma 1.6. Therefore a c- V(e). Also, 
by Definition (1.5) and Lemma 1.3, a = eaa = ea, and so a a eV(e). • 
Conversely, let a G eV(e). Then a c V(e), since eV(e) 
	
Thus 
a E E(S) and a a. V(a). Hence 
a . ea = eaa. 
Also, a being in V(e), 
e= eae= ae = ace, 
and so, by Definition (1.5), 
(a,e) a R. 
LEMMA 2.6. In an orthodox semigroup S, 
1E(S) = R 1E(S).  
PROOF. We have noticed before that R C-3.?-1. Hence 
11 E(s) 'NE(s)* 
Conversely, let e,f e E(S) be such that (e,f) e 56 . Then 
e 1'4 fe, f 	 ef. 
Hence, by Definition (1.5), 
(e,f) e R, 
and the result follows. 
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THEOREM 2.7 [28,11.3.5]. On a band E the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(A) j'is a congruence; 
(B) E is a right semiregular band. 
THEOREM 2.8. In a regular semigroup S the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(A) eV(e)fV(f) 	 efV(ef), for all e,f e E(S); 
(B) S is orthodox and 9Co = [eV(e): e or E(S)) is a kernel normal, 
system for S. In this case, the unique congruence associated with yt 18 
the smallest R-unipotent congruence on S and it coincides with the 
relation R described in. (1.5). 
(C) E(S) is a right semiregular band. 
PROOF. (A)* (B). Suppose that (A) holds. Then, by Lemma 2.4, S is 
orthodox. 	 Also o satisfies. (K5). Therefore 9C9 is a kernel normal 
system for S and the ..clation 
c o= {(a,b) c S x S:(3 a' e V(a)) (a b' G V(b)) (3 e,f e E(S)) 
ba', ma' or eV(e), b'a,b'b E fV(f)} 
is a congruence, by Theorem 2.1. 
We now show that 	 R. Suppose first that (a,b) e R. Then 
a = ba'a, b 	 ab'b 
for some a' in V(a), b' in V(b). Hence 
ba' = aa' E aa'V(aa'), b'b e b'bV(b'b). 
It remains to prove that We. E b'bV(b'b). Since 
b'b.b'a.b'b = b'.ab'b . b'b 
and b'a.b'b.b'a = b'.ab'b.b'a = b'bb'a = b'a it follows that 
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b'a = b'b.b'a e b'bV(b'b) 
as required. 
Thus R 	 and so ?:b is an R-unipotent congruence. 
To preve that Ncl R, suppose that (a,b) E 	 Then there 
exist a' e V(a), b' e V(b), e,f c E(S) such that 
aa',ba' C eV(e) and b'a,b'b a fV(f). 
Writing ea' = eg, bat . eh, where g,h c. V(e), we see that 
eh = ba' = ba'aa' = eheg = eg 
(since e,h,g e V(e) and V(e) is a rectangular band) Thus ba' = ea' and 
so ba'a . a. Hence 
ab'b 	 ba'ab'b 	 bb'b.a'ab'b = bb'.ba'a.b'b 
bb'ab'b = b.b'b.b'a.b'b = b.b'b = b 
(since b'a,b'b c fV(f) and fV(f) is a right zero band). 
Thus (a,b) E R as required. 
(B)=> (C). Suppose that (B) holds. Then R is a congruence on the 
orthodox semigroup S. Thus RIE(s)  is a congruence on the subsemigroup 
E(S). 	 Therefore, by Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.7, 	 E(S) is a right 
semiregular band, since any two idempotents e,f of S are g,-related in 
S if and only if they are A-related in E(S). 
(C) 	 (A). 	 Suppose that E(S) is a right semiregular band. 	 By 
Theorem 2.7, 	 the Green relation •5 on E(S), which coincides with 
51E(S)' is a congruence. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, the set 
= leZIE(s): e e E(S)} 
is a kernel normal system for E(S). Therefore, 	 it satisfies (K5). 
Hence, by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.5, for any e,f a E(S), there exists g e E(S) 
such that 
eV(e)fV(f) s gV(g), 
and (A) follows, by Lemma 2.3. This completes the proof. 
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Localisemorphisms, 
A semigroup is said to be locally R-unipotent if all the 
submonoids eSe, where e a E(S), are R-unipotent subsemigroups of S. 
A band E is said to be left zero if the identity of = e holds for 
all e,f a E. 
The next result appears in a paper [2] written jointly by the 
author and T.S.Blyth. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
	
Let S be a regular semigroup. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) S is locally R-unipotent; 
(2) the Nambooripad order 	 is compatible on the left with 
mul tiplication; 
(3) (V e,f a E(S)) S(e,f) is a left zero band. 
PROOF. We show that (1) =-> (2)7',  (3):> (1). 
( 1 ) 	 ( 2) . 	 Let a,b a S be such that a 	 b and c e S. 	 By 
Proposition 1.2.3, there exist a' a V(a), b' E V(b) such that 
a = aa'b = ba'a; sat w bb'. 
Choose c' a V(c) and g a S(c'c,aa')- Then we have a'gc' 	 V(ca) and 
cb.a'gc'.ca = cba'ga = caa'ga 	 cga 
= c.o'c.g.aaf.a = c.c'caa'.a = ca. 
On the other hand, gaa' is an idempotent and so is gbb'. In fact 
gbb'.gbb' W gbbl.aavg.bb,  = g.aa'gbb' 
(since g a S(e'c,aa') and aa' w bb') 
ggbb' = gbb'. 
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Now, 
gaa'.gbb' = ggbb' = gbb' 
gbb'gaa' = gbb'.aa'g.aa' = gaa'gaa' = gaa' 
and hence (gaa,,gbb,) c 6Z. Since g = aa'g and aa' w bb', gaa' and gbb' 
are „P,-related idempotents in the same local subsemigroup bb'Sbbt. It 
follows by (1) that gaa' = gbb'. 
Consequently, 
ca.a'gc'.cb = cgb = cgbb'.b 	 cgaa'.b = ega = ca. 
Thus we see that ca 1 cb, by Proposition 1.2.3. 
(2) (3). 	 If g e S(e,f) then we have eg 	 E(S) and eg w e. 	 If 
also h 	 S(e,f) then by (2), we have 
hg = he.g = h.eg w he = h, 
since 
wE(S).  Whence, S(e,f) being a rectangular band (see [3,3.2]) 
hg = hg.h = h. 
Thus S(e,f) is a left zero band. 
(3) (1). If ea. E(S), a e eSe and a' e. eSe n V(a) then clearly 
ea' E S(e,aa')-. 	 If also a'! c eSe n V(a) then 	 using 	 (ii) 	 of 
Theorem 1.1.6, we see that aa' and aa" belong to S(e,aa') = S(e,aa") 
which, by (3), is a left zero band. Thus 
ea' = aa'.aa" = aala.a" = as" 
and so by Theorem 1.1.5 the local submonoid eSe is R-unipotent. 
In Theorem 1.2.6, we showed that in an orthodox semigroup S the 
Nambooripad order s? is left compatible if and only if its band of 
idempotents is left semiformal. 
An orthodox semigroup S is said to be left quasinormal if the 
identity efg = efeg holds in E(S). 
A left quasinormal band is both left seminormal and right 
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semiregular. 	 Hence a left quasinormal orthodox semigroup S is locally 
R-unipotent, 	 by Theorem 3.1, 
	
and R is its minimum R-unipotent 
congruence. 
Recall that if S and T are regular semigroups then a homomorphism 
from S onto T is called a local isomorphism if it is injective over 
eSe, for all e E E(S). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S be a regular semigroup. If there exists a local 
isomorphism T from S onto an orthodox semigroup T then S is orthodox. 
PROOF. 	 Let ,p be a local isomorphism from a regular semigroup S 
onto an orthodox semigroup T. By [24,Sec 3,12] any congruence class 
e() ° T 1), containing an idempotent e E S, is a rectangular subband of 
S. 
Let e,f E E(8). Then ekE.fT:z (ef)T is an idempotent of the 
orthodox semigroup T. 
	 And by Lalloment,s Lemma, of belongs to a 
congruence class g(T0T-1) where g E E(S). 
	 Therefore of is in a 
subband of S. Hence of is an idempotent of S and S is orthodox. 
Finally, we have 
THEOREM 3.3. 	 Let S be a regular .semigroup. 	 Then S is left 
quasinormal orthodox if and only if there is a local isomorphism from S 
onto an R-unipotent semigroup T. 
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PROOF. Suppose that there exists a local isomorphism from S onto 
an R-unipotent semigroup T. Then in particular T is orthodox and so, 
by Theorem 3.2, S is also orthodox. 
Now suppose that e,f,g E E(S). Then efeg,efg a eSg and 
e(13.fl?.gq? 
since T is R-unipotent and ep,fip,gqc E(T). That is, (efeg)tr. (efg)L'. 
But if pis injective over all eSe it is also injective over eSg. 
[Suppose that a,b a eSg are such that ap. b(P. 	 Let at a V(a) n gSe, 
V(b) n gSe. 	 Then (aal)1)= (ba')q', (a'a)Q)= (alb)P. Since 9) is 
injective over eSe and gSg, it follows that aa' = ba', 	 a'a = a'b. 
Hence a a b. - Similarly b ) a. Thus a = b.] Hence 
efeg efg, 
i.e. S is a left quasinormal orthodox semigroup. 
Conversely, suppose that S is a left quasinormal orthodox 
semigroup. 	 By Theorems 3.1 and 1.2.6 it is locally R--unipotent. 	 By 
Theorem 2.8 we see that S/R is an R-unipotent semigroup. We shall show 
that the canonical map R 4 : S 	 4S/R is a local isomorphism. 
Let a,b a eSe, where e e E(S), and suppose that 00 	 . Then 
a = bale, b = ab'b 
for all a' a V(a), b' E V(b). We may certainly choose a' and b' in eSe. 
Then 
a = ba'a = b.b'b.a'a = b.b'b.a'a.b'b 
(since a'a,b'b C eSe and eSe is R-unipotent) 
ba'a.b'b = ab'b = b. 
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1 , Another characterizatiSua_ff R in aright semiregular 
Drth dox 
We start by recalling that a band E is said to be regular if the 
identity efge = efege holds in E. A band is regular if and only if it 
is both right and left semiregular (see [28,11.3]). 
In [42,4] Yamada shows that on an orthodox semigroup S whose band 
of idempotents E(S) is regular the relations 
ni = {(a,b)c- S x S: V(a) = V(b) and (B a' E V(a)) (B bl E.  V(b)) 
(V e e E(S)) bebl.aea' = aea'; aeat.beb, = beb') 
	
(4.1) 
712 = {(a,b) a--S x S: V(a) = V(b) and 0 a' a V(a)) (a b' a V(b)) 
(V e E E(S)) b'eb.a'ea = h'eb, a'ea.b'eb = a'ea) 
are congruences on S, respectively R- and L-unipotent. 
We show that these relations /1/,17 2 are in fact congruences in any 
orthodox semigroup. Moreover 
111 if and only if E(S) is right 
semiregular; 	 and dually 112 = L if and only if E(S) is 	 left 
semiregular. It will be sufficient to study q v 
LEMMA 4.2. In an orthodox semigroup S, r11 	 R. 
PROOF. Let a,b a S be such that (a,b) f: 71 1. By (4.1), there exists 
a' in V(a), b' in V(b) such that 
(1) aea'beb' = beb'; (2) beb'aea' = seal. 
Put e = a'a in (2); then b.a'a.W.a.a'a.a,  = a.a'a.a, i.e. 
bal.abt.aa,  = aa' 	 (4.3) 
since V(a) = V(b) we have (a,b) G-)" and as )), is an inverse semigroup 
congruence 
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(aa')W = (ba') W = (ab')W. 
Hence ba',ab' and ea' all belong to the same rectangular band 
V(aa') (aa')W. (See (1.2) above.) Therefore (4.3) becomes 
ba'.aa' . as' and so 
ba'a a a. 
Similarly, putting e = b'b in (1) we obtain 
ab'b = b. 
Hence, by Definition (1.5), 
(a,b) E R. 
LEMMA 4.4. In an orthodox semigroup S, qi is a congruence. 
PROOF. Suppose that S is orthodox. Let a,b E S. Then 
(a,b)c 11 1 if f V(a) = V(b) and (D a' e V(a)) ( a b' E V(b)) (Y ea5(S)) 
aea'beb' = beb', beb'aea' = aea'. 
It 	 is clear that 11 1  is reflexive and symmetric. To show that 1)1 is 
transitive assume that a,b,c E S are such that (a,b) c-71 1, (b,c) E 1 /. 
Hence 
V(a) = V(b) = V(c) 
and there exist a' c V(a), 	 V(b), cl e V(c) such that 
aea'beb' = beb', beb'aea' = aea' 
beb"cect = cec', cecebeb" = beb". 
Since ' is an inverse congruence on S and ay a by = cy, we have 
(aea')W = (beb,)1 	 (beb")W 	 (cec')Y. 
Hence 
aeal.cec, 	 beb'aeas.cec,  = beb'cec' 
(by (1.2), since sea', beb', cec' are idempotents in the same y-class) 
bb"bobleee,  = b.b,,be.b"be.b,cec, 
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(since bt'be e. E(S)) 
• bebtl.beb,..cect = beb".cect 
(since beb",bebt,cect are y-related idempotents) 
• ceo% 
Similarly, ceo'aea' = ass'. Thus (a,c) e 771. 
To prove that 1 is compatible, assume that a,b c S are such that 
(a,b) c 11 1. 	 Let at e V(a), b' c V(b) be such that (4.1) holds. Let 
c 	 S, ct E 
 V(c). Since y is compatible, (ac,bc) G )g. Also, for all 
e E(S), 
ac.e.ctat.bc.e.c,b,  = a.cect.at.b.cect.b, 	 b.cect.bt  
by (4.1) since °ea' a E(S). 
Similarly 
bc.e.ctb'.ac.e.otat 	 ac.e.ctat, 
and so 
(ac,bc) es 711 . 
Let us show that 71 / is also left compatible. Suppose that (a,b)E7?..1 
and a' e V(a), b' C V(b) are such that (4.1) holds. Then b = aa'b and 
a = bbta since 71 1 c R, by Lemma 4.2, and R ,c•A . Hence 
ca.e.a'c'.cb.e.b'c' = caeatelc.aatb.ebtet 	 c.a.eatetca.a.t.bebtot 
• c.beatotcabt.aealetcaat.bebtel 
(since ea'c'ca a E(S)) 
• cbeatetc.abta.eatcto.aatb.ebtet 
▪ cbeatct.caeatct.cbebtet 
(since b' e V(b) 	 V(a) and b = aa'b) 
= cbeatc1 .cbebtet 
(by 
	
(1.2), 	 since 	 (cbeatet)y = (caea'c')y = (cbebtel) 	 and 	 so 
cbcatct,caeatctiebebtet all belong to the same rectangular band) 
= cb.bibe.atc'ebebtc, 
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• cb.b,bc.bsbe.a,c,cbcb'c' 
(since b'be is idempotent) 
= c.c,obebr.bea,c,cbeb,c,  
• c.c,cbebt.etc.bebr.beaTcfcbebic,  
(since c'ebeb,  is idempotent) 
= obebi.c,c.be.ebt.be.a,c'ebebic' 
• cbebt.c,c.be.a,ciebeb,c 
(since eb' 	 V(be)) 
cbebic,.cbeater.cbeb,c' 
= cbeb,c,  
(since cbeb'o',cbea'c' belong to the same idempotent '-.class which is a 
rectangular band). 
Similarly 
cbebici.caea,c, 	 caearc,. 
Hence (ca,cb)C11 1 and 1/ is a congruence as required. 
THEOREM 11.5. 
	 In an orthodox semigroup S the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(A)n 1 is an R-unipotent congruence; 
(B)ti l = R; 
(C) E(S) is right semiregular. 
PROOF. 	 (A) 	 (B). 	 Suppose that (A) holds. Then 71/ c R, by 
Lemma 4.2, and 11 = R, by Theorem 1.8. 
(C). 	 Suppose that 71 1 . R. Then, by Lemma 11.2, 	 R is a 
congruence and so by Theorem 2.8 E(S) is right semiregular. 
(C). (A). Suppose that (C) holds. Then, by Theorem 2.8, R is an 
R-unipotent congruence on S. Let a,b a S be such that (a,b) e R. Then 
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a = b i since R S'e, by Lemma 1.6. Let a' c V(a), b' E V(b). Since R 
is an R-unipotent congruence by Theorem 1.1.5 we have 
(aea,,beb,) c R 
for all e c E(S). Hence 
(aeal,bebt) a-A 
by Lemma 2.6. Since aea', bet,' are idempotents it follows that 
aea' = beb,.aea', beb' = aea'.beb' 
and so, by (4.1), (a,b)G 11. Thus R 	 But 	 R by Lemma 4.2, and 
so 11 = R. Therefore/)./ is an R-unipotent congruence as required. 
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The study of the congruences on an inverse semigroup S started as 
soon as such semigroups were first considered, independently by Vagner 
(1953) and Preston (1954). 	 While Vagner [37] established that any 
congruence 	 on an inverse semigroup is completely determined by the 
c,-classes 	 containing idempotents, 	 Preston [31] characterized the 
congruences in terms of kernel normal systems. Preston's results can 
be presented as follows. 
Let S be an inverse semigroup and p a congruence on S. The kernel 
Kg) of Qis defined as 
i(q) = {e(,: e e E(S)). 
The set K(f) has the following properties: 
(i) it is a family of pairwise disjoint inverse subsemigroups of S 
(each class er is an inverse subsemigroup of S); 
(ii) E(S)..c: 	 K 
K Ei(q) 
(iii) for each a in S and K in KT, there exists L in 1C(0 such 
that 
-1 
a Ka c;L; 
(iv) if a,ab,bb-1 E K and K G K(e), then b m K. 
Any familyK , satisfying (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) is said to be a 
kernel normal system for S, and associated with such a K there is a 
relation px on S defined by 
	
-1 	 -1 	 1 (a,b)c. p 	 if and only if aa ,bb ,ab E K for some K E.K . 
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Moreover, if K is a kernel normal system for S, then p is the 
unique congruence on S with kernel K . 
	 Conversely, 	 if p is a 
congruence on S then p .pK(p). 
Although this characterisation has proved to be important in the 
development of the theory of inverse semigroups and has been extended 
to the case of a re,ular semigroup by Meakin [21], 
	 the relationship 
between the conditions is quite complicated. In 1967, Reilly and 
Scheiblich [34] introduced the notion of the trace of a congruence p on 
an inverse semigroup S as being PIE(S). 
 This was the beginning of an 
alternative description of congruences on an inverse semigroup. 
	 In 
1974, 	 Scheiblich [35] combined the concept of trace with the one of 
kernel introduced by Lallement [17]. This new characterisation can be 
expressed as following. 
Let S be an inverse semigroup and ? a congruence on S. The subset 
Ker P= (a c S: a p e E(S/0} 
of S is said to be the kernel of P. 
Then 
(i) the partition P e (E. i c J} of E(S), determined by )1 E(s), 
is such that for each i,j e J and a c_ S there exist 1,m c J such that 
EiEj 
 S El and aEia-1  c Em. 
(ii) Ker p is an inverse subsemigroup of S, 
	 containing E(S), 
contained in the centralizer of E(S) and such that, for all a in S, 
a Ker
r 
 a-1 c Ker p. 	 (If H is a subset of a semigroup S, 	 the set 
Cs c S: (V h e H) hs 	 sh} is said to be the centralizer of H.) 
Any pair (IF,K) consisting of an equivalence it on E(S) and an 
inverse oubsemigroup K of S satisfying (i) and (ii) is called a 
congruence pair for S. 
	 Associated with such a pair (77,K) there is 
exactly one congruence on S with trace ir and Kernel K, 
	 namely the 
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relation P 
1(11,K)  defined by 
(a,b)C 
P(T,K)  if and only if (a-1 
	 1 
a,b b)c-11- and ab-1  E K. 
This result has been refined by D.G.Green [13,1975] and Petrich 
[29,1978]. 	 It was also extended to the regular case by Feigenbaum in 
1975, 
	 [7,,8,,2]. 	 Here a congruence c on a regular semigroup S is 
described in terms of the equivalence PIE(s)  on E(S) and the subset of 
S, 	 Ker F. In 1982, Trotter [36] presented some neater expressions for 
Feigenbaum's results. However the conditions required for a pair OW 
of an equivalencelr on E(S) and a subset K of S to define a congruence 
on a regular semigroup S or even in an orthodox semigroup are still too 
complex. 
In the case of an inverse semigroup this new approach has proved 
to be more helpful in the study of different subjects, 
	 such as 
extension theories (Allouch [1], Petrieh [30]) and classification of 
varieties (Reilly [32]) than the Vagner-Preston theory, 	 though we 
should notice that the two theories are not too far away from each 
other, since 
Ker (?) 	
K 
	
(P) 
In [29] Petrick describes a congruence p on an inverse semigroup 
in terms of. certain pairs 	 ,K) consisting of a congruence 	 on E(S) 
and an inverse subsemigroup K of S. It is a good description but has 
the 	 disadvantage that it gives no information if S is a semilattice. 
In fact this disadvantage is also present in our results, which give no 
information when S is idempotent generated. 
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Our interest on R-unipotent congruences on a regular semigroup was 
already evident in Chapter II. In this chapter we give a description 
of the R-unipotent [L-unipotent], inverse and group congruences on a 
regular semigroup. Following Petrich's idea we will make use of 
certain congruences on the subsemigroup generated by the idempotents of 
S, <E(S)>, extending Scheiblich's results in a way different from that 
used by Feigenbaum. 
Results concerned with the lattice of congruences on an 
R-unipotent semigroup will also be presented, generalising the. Petrich 
results in Section 3 of [29]. 
We would like to mention that the reading of Reilly [33] did help 
us to organize this introduction with respect to the inverse case. 
1. ii-uniPotenLL'aummues on_a_ragalar sgmigrolan 
We present here a characterisation for R-unipotent congruences on 
an arbitrary regular semigroup. We start by introducing some 
definitions. 
_DEFINITION 1.1. Let p be a congruence on a regular semigroup S and 
<E(S)> the subsemigroup of S generated by its set of idempotents. The 
restriction of p to <E(S)> is called the trace of () and will be denoted 
by tr 
Notice that since <E(S)> is a subsemigroup of S, tr r is a 
congruence on <E(S)>. 
The subset of S 
(a S:aj•E vs/NI 
is called the kernel of 1 and denoted by Ker 
	 Notice that by 
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Lallement's Lemma 1.1.4 
	
Ker r = {a E S: 
	 ?, for some e E E(S)}. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A subsemigroup K of a regular semigroup S is said 
to be totally self-conjugate if 
(i) E(S) 	 K; 
(ii) a'Ka 	 K, for all a <LS and a' c- V(a); 
(iii) V(k) 	 K, for all k E K. 
DEFINITIM 1.3. 	 A congruence on the subsemigroup <E(S)> of a 
regular semigroup S is said to be normal if, for all x,y C <E(S)> and' 
a c S, a' c V(a), 
(x,Y)E;e' 	 (a'xa,a'ya) C 
whenever a'xa,a'ya a <E(S)>. 
DEFINIUM 1.4. 	 Let S be a regular semigroup and <E(S)> the 
subsemigroup generated by its set of idempotents. 
A congrUence -e on <E(S)> is said to be left regular if the 
semigroup <E(S)>/ is a left regular band, i.e. if and only if the 
identity efe = of holds for any elements e,f in <E(S)>/ 
A pair (,K) consisting of a normal congruence Lon <E(S)> and a 
totally self-conjugate subsemigroup K of S such that 2 is left regular 
is said to be an R-unipotent congruence pair for S if 
(i) xa c K, (x,aat)c. 	 a c K; 
(ii) ab E K 	 axb 	 K; 
(iii) a e K 	 (axa',aa'x)C 	 , whenever axa' E <E(S)>, 
for all a and b in S, a' in V(a) and x in <E(S)>. 
Given such a pair (,K) define a relation p (, ,K) 
 on S by 
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(a,b)e. P( K)  if and only if (aal,b13962 , a'b e K 
	 (1.5) 
for someal in V(a) and b' in V(b). 
LAMA 1.6. 	 If (bK) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for a 
regular semigroup S and a,b in S are such that 
(aat,bbT)e, 	 and a'b G K, 
for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b), then 
(aa*,bb*) EZ and a*b e-K 
for all ae in V(a) and b* in V(b). 
PROOF. Let (Z,K) be an R-unipotent congruence pair on S and a,b in 
S be such that 
(aa',bb')e 	 and a'b c K 
for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). Then the same holds for any ae in 
V(a) and b0  in V(b), since 
aa* = aat.aa* 
aa'.aa*.aa' 
(since zis a left regular congruence on <E(S)>) 
= as'. 
And similarly, bb* 
	 bb'. Hence (aa*,bb*) 	 . 
Also, 	 since a'b e K then so does a'.aa*.b, by 1.4 (ii). Hence, 
since E(S) c  K and K is a subsemigroup of S, K contains 
a*a.a'aa*b, 
which equals a°b. 
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MR. 	 Given an R-unipotent congruence pair (L,K) for a regular 
semigroup S, the relation p (. K)  defined in (1.5) can also be described ,  
by 
f)(,K) 
 = {(a,b) e S x S: (aal,bb')C Zand a'b c K, 
for all a' C V(a) and b' E V(b)), 
as a consequence of Lemma 1.6. 
We can now state our main result. 
.111E(11101 1.7. 	 If (i,K) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for a 
regular semigroup S, then p(t,K)  is an R-unipotent congruence on S with 
trace "g and kernel K. Conversely, if p is an R-unipotent congruence on 
S then (trp ,Kerp) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for S and 
P - P(trp,Kerp).  
We shall present some results before going into the proof of this 
Theorem. 
LEMMA 1 8. 	 If q,K) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for a 
regular semigroup S, and a,b e S are such that, for some a' in V(a) and 
some b' in V(b), 
(aa',bb') E 	 , 	 € K, 
then 
(i) b'a e K; 
(ii) (b'b,b1 b.a,a)e Z, (a'a,a'a.blb)c 
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PROOF. Let a,b ES and a' c V(a), b' c V(b) be such that 
(aa',bb') 	 , a'b. 6 K, 
q,K) being an R-unipotent congruence pair for S. 
Let g c S(bb',aa'); then e'gb E1V(b'a). 	 Also a'gb EIK since 
g c E(S) and a'b cK. On the other hand b'a EV(a t gb) and so' 
b'a K 
since K is totally self-conjugate. 
Since (,K) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for S and 
bla.a'a.a'gb = b'aa'gb 
	 b'gb c E(S) 
since g E S(bb',aa'), we have, by 1.4 (iii), 
(bia.a'a.aigb,b,a.algb.ala)c 	 i.e. 
.(b'gb,b'gb.a'a) 
	 (1) 
Also (bbrgbb',bb,gaa')e- 2 for (bb,,aa')C 	 and bbigaa,  = bb'aa' since 
g E S(bb',aa'). 	 Thus (bb'gbb,,bb,)c 	 Since b'gb e E(S) and 	 is 
normal, 
(b'.bb'gbb'.b,b'.bb'.b) E 2 i.e. 
(2) 
From (1) and (2) we conclude that 
(b'b.a'a,b'b) 
Similarly, interchanging a and b, 
(a'a.b'b,a'a)c . 
.LEMMA 1.9. 
	
If (F,K) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for a 
regular semigroup S, and a,b,c E S, a' c V(a), b' E V(b), c' e V(e), 
g eS(ala,c0), h E S(b,b,ccl) then 
(aa',bb') E Z, a'b C K 	 (aga',bhb') cc7.,  . 
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PROOF. 	 Let (=c-,K) be an R-unipotent congruence pair for S and 
a,b c,S such that, for a' in V(a) and b' in V(b), 
(aal,bto)c E and a'b ET K. 
Given c ES and OE V(c), 	 let g ES(a'a,cc') and h e S(b'b,cc'). 
Choose an arbitrary element x in S(aa',bb'). Then b'xa c.V(alb). Also 
let t c S(a'b.b'xa,g). Then gta'b EV(b'xa.g) and 
b'xa.t.a'b = b'xa.gt.a'b 	 b'xag.gta'b E E(S). 
On the other hand b'xa EK since it is an inverse of the element 
a'b c K. Now, (t,K) being an R-unipotent congruence pair, 
	
(bixa.t.arb,b'xa.arb.t)a 
	 (by 1.4 (iii)), 
i.e. (bIxata'b,b'xbt)E 	 , for all x E S(aa,,bb'). 	 (1) 
Now, since 	 is compatible and (aa',bb,)c , we have 
bb'xbb' 	 aa'xbb' 
aa'.bb' 
since x c S(aa',bb'), 
bb'.bb' 
bb'. 
Hence since b'xb a E(S), since x c S(aa',bb'), and mince 	 is normal, 
(bi.bb'xbb1.b,bt.bb 1 .b) C 
(b'xb,b'b) 	 (2) 
Similarly, 
(a'xa,a'a) E 	 (3)  
Using (1) and (2) together with the compatibility of 	 we conclude that 
(b'xata'b,b'bt) 	 (4) 
Now we shall prove that 
(bb'xata'bb,,ata') c 	 . 	 (5) 
In fact eta' E K(S) since t = ta'bb'xa = ta'bb'xa.a'a = ta'a, and 
- 
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bbi.x.ata'.bb' Laa'.x.ata'.aa' 
since (bb',aa')E 
• aa'.x.ata' 
= aa'.xaa'.ata' 
aa'.x.bb'.ata' 
• aa'bb'.ata' 
since x C S(aa',bb'), 
aa'aa'ata' 
• ata'. 
Moreover, aga' C E(S) since g c S(ata,co'). Next we prove that 
(ata',agai) 	 (6) 
Since x is in S(aa',bb') it follows that a'bb'xa = a'xa c E(S) and as 
t C S(a'xa,g) we have 
a'xa.t.g = a'xa.g. 
By (3)> 
(a'atg,a'ag) 
Also, 2 being left regular, 
a'atg f a'atgt 
a' at 
for t cS(aexa,g). 
Hence, using the transitivity of 
(a'at,a'ag) 6 
Also, 	 being normal, 
(a.alat.a.,,a.a'ag.a1 )C ,?;, i.e. 
(ata',aga') C E, 
as required. 
We shall now prove that 
(b,b.t,b1 b.h)c: . 	 (7) 
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In fact, 	 being left regular, b'bt 
	
b'btb'b and 
b'btb'b = b'bgtb'b 
since t ciS(a'xa,g), 
since g c S(a'a,cc'), 
by Lemma 1.0, 
since 2 is left regular, 
by (3), 
since t 6 8(a'xa,g), 
by (3), 
since 	 is left regular, 
again by left regularity, 
since g e S(a'a,cc'), 
since fis left regular, 
by Lemma 1.8, 
since h e 8(b, b,cc, ), 
= b'b.cc'gtb'b 
b'ba'a.cc'gtb'b 
btb. a' a. cc' .g. atxa. t.g.b'b 
= b'b.a'a.col.g.a'xa.g.b 1 b 
b'b.a'a.cc'.g.a'a.g.bfb 
b'ba'acc'gh'b 
b'b.a'a.cci.a'a.g.cc'.b'b 
= btba'acc'.a'acc, .b'b 
b'ba'acc' 
bibcc,  
= b'bhccv 
b'bhcclh 
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since 	 is left regular, 
b'bh 
since h e S(b'b,cc'). 
Finally, 
b'xata'b b'bt 
by (4)7 
b'bh 
by (7) and,! being normal, (b.b'xata'b.b',b.b'bh.b') 	 , 
i.e. (bb,.x.ata1.bbt,bhbl) E  
Notice that in fact bb'.x.ata'.bb' and bhb' are in <E(S)>. Also using 
the transitivity of 	 together with (5) and (6), 
(agat,bh1D 1 ) E 
This concludes the proof of this lemma. 
Now we shall prove Theorem 1.7. 
PROOF. 	 Let Q,K) be an R-unipotent congruence pair for a regular 
semigroup S and Po( K)  the relation defined as in (1.5) by 1  
(a,b) E xq K) if and only if (aa.1 ,bb') 	 and a'b 	 K 
,  
for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). 
Write r = N100. Since E(S) 	 K and 	 is reflexive, F. is also 
reflexive. 	 The symmetry of 	 follows from Lemma 1.8 (i) and the 
symmetry of . To show that e is transitive suppose that (a,b) G P and 
(b,c) E P. Leta' E. V(a), b' e V(b) and c' F V(c) then 
(aa',bb') E 	 , (bbl,cci)C 
	
, a'b E K, b'c E K 
by Lemma 1.6. Since is transitive (aa',W)E 	 We will show that 
c'a E K and, by Lemma 1.8, a'c o K. Therefore (a,c) E 	 and r is 
transitive. 
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By Lemma 1.8, b'a e K and c'b E K. Hence, K being a subsemigroup 
of S, 
c'b.b'a e K. 
Let g e S(ee',bb') and h G S(ce,,aa'). By Definition 1.4 (ii), since 
gee' 	 <E(S)> 
c'bbt.gee'.a G K. 
Now e'b.b'gc e E(S) 
	 <E(S)>, since b'gc e V(c'b). Hence if we prove 
that (e'bb'gc,c'aa'he)E 	 then by Definition 1.4 (i), we can say that 
c'a E K. 
In fact, 
cc' = ec'ec, 	 ee'bb' = cc'gbb' 	 eo'gcc' = co'g 
since (cci,bb')E 
	 and g E S(ce,,bbi). Also since c'gc E E(S) and 
	 is 
normal, it follows that 
(0'.00,.c , c'.cc'g.c) E E, 
i.e. (e,c,elge) 
Similarly, since (ce,,aa')E ! and c'hc CE(S), 
(c'e,c'he)EE . 
Hence, c'bb'gc = clge 
	 °the = °teethe as required. 
At this stage we know that e is an equivalence. It is in fact a 
'congruence. Suppose that (a,b)C C . Then, for all a' in V(a) and b' in 
V(b), 
(aa,,bb')E 	 and ab' c K. 
Let c E S and 0 E V(e). 
	 To prove that ? is left compatible, i.e. 
(ca,cb)E P, 	 let g E S(c'c,aa'), h is S(c'c,bb'). Then a'gc' E V(ca) 
and b'hc' e V(eb). Also ca.a'gc,  = ego', cb.b'hc' = cher. Now 
c'e.g = c'caa'g 
since ge S(c1 c,aa'), 
c'ebbig 
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since (aa',bb,) c. 	 and 	 is compatible in <E(S)>, 
• c'ehbb'g 
since h E S(cle,bb,), 
c'chaa'g 
c'ehaa'gaa' 
c'ehaa'c'egaa' 
since z4- is left regular, 
since g C S(c'c,aa'), 
since is left regular, 
since h c S(cic,bbl), 
since 	 is left regular, 
= eichaa'cicaa' 
e'chaa' 
c'ehbb,  
• c'ebb'hbb,  
e'cbb'h 
▪ etch. • 
Hence, since che' and ego' are idempotents and 2 is normal, 
(c.e'cg.0,e.ctch.0)e. 
i.e. (cgc,,chc,) 
Finally aiget.eb = al.gc'e.b E K since a'b c K and We = g E E(3). 
Therefore, by Definition (1.5), 
(ca,cb)c
-  r. 
To prove that ? is right compatible, i.e. that (ac,bc) e f, let 
g E S(a'a,ce') and h e S(b'b,cc'). Then c'ga' E V(ac), c'hb' E V(bc) 
and 
ac.c'ga' = age' E bhb' = bc.c'hb' 
by Lemma 1.9. Also 
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c'ga'.bc = c'.g.a'b.c c K 
for K is self-conjugate and a'b e K, g E <E(S)> F_ K. 
Hence 
(ac,bc)c Q  . 
The next step is to prove that tr Q = !. 
Suppose that x,y in <E(S)> are such that (x,y) E f. By Definition 
of f, we have 
(xx,,y50)E/ and x'y E K 
for some x' in V(x) and y' in V(y). 
Recall that if S is a regular semigroup and x c. <E(S)> then 
V(x) 	 <E(S)> [4,1.2]. Therefore, 	 being left regular in <E(S)>, 
x/ = x.x/ = x/.x' 	 and 	 = 	 = 
Therefore, xL= y and so 
trF 
Conversely, suppose that x,y c<E(S)> and (x,y)e . Let x' c V(x) and 
V(y). 
	
Then x',y' E <E(S)> and 	 V(xO, 	 V(y) in 
<E(S)>/f. Since <E(S)>/ is a left regular band and x = y it follows 
that 
x/2x' = y/.3rvi. 
i.e. (xx',yy')c F . 
Also 
x'y K, 
for x',y 	 <E(S)> and K is a subsemigroup of S containing E(S). 
Therefore 
(x,y) c tr f. 
Let us now show that Ker Q = K. 
Suppose that a e Ker F. Then there existse c E(S) such that 
(a,e) e fo 
- Bo 
and, by definition of e and Lemma 1.6, 
(aa',ee) 	 , a'e e K 
for 	 any a' e V(a). 	 Then, 	 by Lemma 1.8 (i), 
	 ea a K 	 and 	 by 
Definition 1.4 (i) 
a a K. 
Conversely, suppose that a E K. Let a' e,V(a). Then a' E K, by 
Definition 1.2 (iii), and 
(aat,aat.aat)c 	 and a'.aa' c K. 
Hence (a,aa')E P  and a a Ker e. Therefore 
Ker p = K. 
To complete the first part of the proof we only need to see that 
S/e is R-unipotent. Since r is a congruence on the regular semigroup S 
it follows. that S/F is also regular. Let ae and by be two idempotents 
of S/e. 	 By Lallement's Lemma, there exist idempotents e and f of S 
such that a e= ee and b = fe. Now ef,efe E <E(S)> and, 2r being left 
regular in <E(S)>, 
(ef,efe) G 
But we have shown that 	 = tr F. Hence (ef,efe) E f i.e. 
e.fp = ee.fe.ee. 
'Hence sip is R-unipotent. 
Let us now prove the converse of this theorem. 
Suppose that pis an R-unipotent congruence on a regular semigroup 
S, 	 i.e. E(S/ 10) is a left regular band. 	 Since sip is orthodox, 
<E(S)> P c E( si p) and by Lallement's Leia  E(S/p) 	 E(S) r, hence 
<E(S)> P = E(S/p) 
and tr o 
' PI 
I<E(S)> is a left regular congruence on <E(S)>. It is also 
normal since p is a congruence. 
To prove that Ker F is a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup of S, 
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suppose that a,b e Ker p , 	 i.e. 	 that ap,b r e E(S/f'). Since S/p is 
orthodox, 
(ab)? = ap.be e EOM 
and Ker p is a subsemigroup of S. Clearly Ker p contains E(S), since 
e p e E(S/p) for every e in E(S). 	 It is self-conjugate, since if 
x c Ker.? and a c S, a' c V(a) then 
( axe' ) p 	 a p. x a' p e E(S/p), 
for x p e E(S/p), a'p e V(ap) and S/p is orthodox. 
Also if x c Ker p and x' 	 V(x) then 
xe E(S/f) and x'p C V(xp) 
in the orthodox semigroup S/p. Hence x'p 
	
E(S/p) and 
x' e Ker p. 
Now let us prove that the pair (tr p,Ker p) is an R-unipotent 
congruence pair for S, i.e. let us prove that conditions (i), (ii) and 
(iii) of Definition 1.4 are satisfied. 
(i). Let x c <E(S)>, a e S and a' C V(a) be such that 
xa z Ker p , (x, aa') E tr p . 
Then 
(aa'a)p= (aa')f.a e= xp.ap = (xa)p e E(S/p) 
and hence 
a c Ker p . 
(ii). Let a,b E S, x c <E(S)> and suppose that ab e Ker p. Then 
(axb)p = ai).xf.b? = af.a'a?.xp.b? 
= ap.a'af.xf.a'af.bp 
since S/p is R-unipotent, 
(axa')p.(ab)p 
E E(S/p) 
since S/p is orthodox and (axa') p, (ab)p are idempotents of S/p. 
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(iii). 	 Let a c Ker?, a' E V(a), x e <E(S)> and suppose that 
axat <E(S)>. Then 
(axa, )p= a?.ate.a?.x.a,p = ap.ay.av,.xp = ay.atp.xe 
since ap,a'p,xp and (ap)(xp) are idempotents of the R-unipotent 
semigroup S/p. Hence 
(axar,aa'x) c tr 
Therefore (tr? ,Ker p) is an R-unipotent congruence pair for S. 
Finally we need to show that P = P (tr ? ,Ker p )' i.e. 
(a,b)c ? iff ( 3 a' E V(a))( b' E V(b)) ath c Ker p and (aa',bb') e tr p .  
Suppose that (a,b)e F , and let a' cV(a) and b' E V(b). In the 
R-unipotent semigroup S/p we have 
af.alf = bp.b'p. 
Hence 
(aa',bb, )C 	 fl (E(S) x E(S)) 	 trp . 
Also (a'b)e = a'?.b?= ay.ap cE(S/e) and so 
a'b € Ker p . 
Conversely, let a,b E S be such that 
(aai,bb')E. P  , a'b € Kerf, 
for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). Then 
a p= (aa, )p.(aa1 )p.a p 
= (aa')F.(bb1 )p.ap 
= at2.(a, b)p.(b'a)P 
= af,.(atb)e.(bta)p.(a'b)?, 
for (a'b)' E E(S/p) and (bla)p = by.ae, being an inverse of a'p.bp, is 
also an idempotent in the R-unipotentsemigroup S/p, 
(aa91).(bbi)e.(aa')p.bp 
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= (bbl)f.(bbl)f.(bbl)e.b() 
= bf. . 
Hence 
= (tr ?,Kere ), 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
COROLLARY 1 10. In a regular semigroup S the set RC(S) of all 
R-unipotent congruences is a lattice. 	 The set of all R-unipotent 
congruence pairs for 5, RCP(S), is a partially ordered set under 
defined by 
q,K) 	 ( l,Kl) if and only if 	 s 	 K S. K'. 
The maps 
01: RC(S)----->RCP(S) 	 and 	 02: RCP(S) 	 ->RC(S) 
p 	 ( tr ,Ker e ) 
	
(2,K)) 	  
,r(2 ,K) 
are lattice isomorphisms and01 =02  
PROOF. 	 From Theorem 1.7 
	
the maps 	 andT2 are bijections and 
=r21 . 	 The partial order considered in RC(S) is the inclusion. 
Suppose 	 that 	 e ,G E RC(S) 
	 are 	 such 	 that -e E 	 Then 
q<E(S)>.0 .1<E(S)>' 
	 i.e. tr p 	 tr s . 	 Also, 	 if a e. Ker Qthen 
(a,e)c. ?, 	 for 	 some 	 e e E(S), 	 and so (a,e)e. 	 Therefore 
Ker Pc Ker. HenceT 1 is order preserving. 
To see that12 is order preserving suppose that 
	 ,K) 
i.e. 	 51 	 and Kc K'. 	 Let a,b E S be such that (a,b) E P( x. 
Then, for some a' in V(a), b' in V(b), 
(aa',bb') E 	 and a'b e K. 
Hence 
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(aa',bb') c 	 and a'b G K'. 
That is, (a,b)c f(v,10). Since Ti and litare  order preserving and 
RC(S) is a lattice then RCP(S) is also a lattice, as required. 
.- O 	 *I , 	 • • 	 .1! • 
Theorem 1.7 gives us a description of all congruences in the 
particular case of an R-unipotent semigroup. 	 The definition of a 
congruence pair becomes simpler for, under the R-unipotent condition, 
<E(S)> = E(S) and any congruence on E(S) is left regular. Also if K is 
a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup of S and e E E(S), ab C K then 
aeb = a.a'ae.b = a.a'aea'a.b 
since S is R-.unipotent, 
= aea'.ab e K 
since ab G K and aea' E E(S)c K. 
We get the following characterisation. 
DEF NITIQE 2.1. 	 Let S be an R-unipotent semigroup, E(S) its 
subsemigroup of idempotents. A pair q,K) consisting of a normal 
'congruence 	 on E(S) and a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup K of S 
is said to be a congruence pair for S if 
(i) ea c K, (e,aa')G! 	 a G K; 
(ii) a G K 4  (aea',aale)c j, 
for all a c S, a' c V(a) and e E E(S). 
Given such a pair (,K), define a relation p(,10  as follows: 
(art)) e p( K)  if and only if (aa',bb') E , a'b C K, 
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for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). 
)OTE. As in 1.6 we can see that this definition is equivalent to 
(a,b) e Q( K)  if and only if (aa1 ,bb')e 	 a'b e K, 
for all a' in V(a) and all b' in V(b). 
Theorem 1.7 can be rewritten in this case as 
THEOREM 2.2. 	 If (,K) is a congruence pair on an R-unipotent 
semigroup S then 1:1 ( ,K)  is a congruence on S with trace 	 and kernel 
K. 
Conversely, 	 if p is a congruence on S then (tr f,Ker p) is a 
congruence pair for S and PP 
= 	 (try ,Ker p )' 
Corollary 1.10 tells us that when S is an R-unipotent semigroup 
the maps 
(,K) 	 and 	 pi 	 s(trp ,Kerp) 
are mutually inverse lattice isomorphisms between the lattice of all 
congruence pairs for S and the lattice of all congruences on S. 
congruences on a re ular semigroua 
For the L-unipotent case we obtain dual results of the ones found 
for the R-unipotent. We will not present the proof but state the main 
results. 
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DEFINITION 3 1. 	 Let S be a regular semigroup, 	 <E(S)> the 
subsemigroup generated by its set of idempotents E(S). 
A congruence 1 on <E(S)> is said to be right regular if the 
identity efe = fe holds in <E(S)>/Z. 
A pair Q,K) of a normal right regular congruence on <E(S)>, and 
a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup K of S is said to be an 
L-unipotent congruence pair for S if 
(i) ax a K, (x,a'a.)6 t 	 a e. K; 
(ii) ab 6 K > axb 6 K; 
(iii) a e K.7.7>(a.'xa,xa'a)6. 	 , whenever a'xa e <E(S)>, 
for all a,b E St a' e V(a), x 6 <E(S)>. 
Given such a pair (,K), define a relationl oo on S by 
(a,b)q,K) if and only if (ata,b,b) 6 	 and ab' c  K, 
for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). 
NOTES. 	 1. 	 If (,K) is an L-unipotent congruence pair on S the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) a E K and a'xa a <E(S)> => (a.'xa,xa'a)6- 	 ; 
(2) a C K and axa' C <E(S)> > (axa., ,xaa') E , 
for any a e S, a' E V(a) and x 6 <E(S)>. 
This is a consequence of the fact that whenever a E. K and a' is an 
inverse of a then a'6 K, since K is totally self-conjugate. 
2. 	 As in . the R-unipotent case we can also snow that, in the 
definition of (K)' "some" can be substituted by "all". (See 
Lemma 1.6.) 
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THEOREM 3.2. 
	 If (Z,K) in an L-unipotent congruence pair for a 
regular semigroup S, then 6(,K) is an L-unipotent congruence on S with 
trace and Kernel K. Conversely, if 6 is an L-unipotent congruence on 
a regular semigroup S then (tr,Ker 6) is an L-unipotent congruence 
pair for S and S (tr a , Ker s )• 
COROLLARY 3.3. In a regular semigroup the maps 
2,1 	 %(tr,Ker 	 and (bK)1----? q,K) 
are mutually inverse lattice isomorphisms between the lattice LCP(S) of 
all L-unipotent congruences pairs for S and the lattice LC(S) of all 
L-unipotent congruences on S. 	 Here LC(S) is partially ordered by 
inclusion and LCP(S) by the relation E  defined by 
(Z,,K) 	 (',K') if and only if Z qr and K S K'. 
• • 
 
• 
 
• 
    
As in Section 2, we get a description of all congruences on an 
L-unipotent semigroup in terms of congruence pairs. 
DEFINITION 4.1. 	 Let S be an L-unipotent semigroup, E(S) its 
subsemigroup of idempotents. A pair (,K) of a normal congruence on 
E(S) and a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup K of S is said to be a 
congruence pair for S if 
(i) ae e K, (e,a'a)e2 	 a E. K; 
(ii) a e K > (a'ea,ea'a)GE , 
for all a e S, a' E V(a) and e 
Given such a pair (,K) we define ( K)  as in 3.1. 
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THEOREM 4 2 	 If (,K) is a congruence pair for the L-unipotent 
semigroup S then .6Q K)  is a congruence on S with trace a and Kernel 
K. 	 Conversely, if Z. is a congruence on S then (tr,Ker 
	 is a 
congruence pair for S and G G(tr zs,Ker.s 
We also get a result corresponding to Corollary 3.3. 
These descriptions in the L-unipotent and the R-unipotent cases 
lead us to a characterisation of inverse semigroup congruences on a 
regular. semigroup S and all the congruences on an inverse semigroup. 
That is so because, as we have noticed before, a regular semigroup S is 
inverse if and only if its set of idempotents E(S) is both a left and 
a right regular band, i.e. if and only if E(S) is a semilattice. 
   
ue'Pler semierQUA 
 
• II 	 • • 
 
   
A congruence ? on a regular semigroup S is said to be an inverse 
semigroup congruence if Sip is an inverse semigroup. 
If F is an inverse semigroup congruence on a regular semigroup S, 
then by Sections 1 and 3 the pair (tr? ,Kere ) is at the same time an 
L- and R-unipotent congruence pair. 	 Thus tr e is a semilattice 
congruence on <E(S)>. Conversely, let p be a congruence on S such that /- 
its trace is a semilattice congruence on <E(S)>. 	 Then for all 
e,f E E(S) we have (ef,fe) E tr ? and so (ef,fe) E e . Thus p is an 
inverse semigroup congruence. 
Now suppose that q,K) is both L- and R-unipotent. Then a is a 
semilattice congruence on <E(S)> and ?( ,c) and 	 (K) are inverse 
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semigroup congruences both with trace 	 and Kernel K. By 
Corollary 1.10, r(100  =Q;--(,10  since they are both R-unipotent. 
At this stage we might think that to describe the inverse 
semigroup congruence pairs on a regular semigroup we need all the 
conditions of Definition 1.4 and Definition 3.1. However that is not 
the case, 	 for if (,K) is a pair consisting of a normal semilattice 
congruence 1 on <E(S)> and a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup K of S 
satisfying (i), 	 (ii) and (iii) of Definition 1.4, 	 then it also 
satisfies Definition 3.1. In fact 1.4 (i) 74 3.1 (i). Suppose that 
ax e-K and (ata,x)c , 
for a e S, a' E V(a) and x E <E(S)>. Let x' c V(x) and g e S(a'a,xx'). 
Then x'ga' e V(ax). 	 Since ax is in K and since K is totally 
self-conjugate, we must have x'ga' e K. Also x' e <E(S)>, by [4,1.2) 
and 
x'g a'ag 
since x a'a and (1 being a semilattice congruence on <E(S)>) x 	 x', 
= a'aga'a 
since g 	 S(ata,xxt), 
a'agx 
= a'agxx'.x 
= a'axx'.x 
since g e S(ata,xx,), 
= atax 
a'a.a'a 
= ata. 
Therefore., 	 by 1.4 (i), 	 a' e. K and again because K is totally 
self-conjugate a e K as required. 
Similarly, 3.1 (i) =>1.4 (i). 
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Condition (ii) is the same in 1.4 and 3.1. 
Recalling Note 1 of Section 3, the equivalence of conditions (iii) 
	
is immediate for, 	 being a semilattice congruence on <E(S)>, 
(x.aa,,aa'.x)s 
for all a s S, a' s V(a) and x e <E(S)>. 
We have the following characterisation of the inverse semigroup 
congruences on a regular semigroup. 
DEFINITION 5.1. 	 Let S be a regular semigroup, 	 <E(S)> the 
subsemigroup generated by the set of idempotents E(S). 
A congruence on <E(S)> is said to be a semilattice congruence if 
the semigroup <E(S)>/ is a semilattice, i.e. if and only if the 
identity of = fe holds in <E(S)>q. 
A pair (1,K) consisting of a normal semilattice congruence 	 on 
<E(S)> and a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup K of S is said to be 
an inverse congruence pair for S if 
(i) ax c K and (x,a'a) e 	 =.> a e K; 
(ii) ab C K > axb e K; 
(iii) a e K > (axa,,aatx)e., whenever axa' c <E(S)>, 
for all a,b s S, a's V(a) and x € <E(S)>. 
Given such a pair (,K), define a relation 6(00  on S by 
	
(a,b)E$( 	 if and only if (a'a,b,b) s,!, and ab' 	 K, b K)  
for some a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). 
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THEOREM 5.2. If (,K) is an inverse semigroup congruence pair for 
the regular semigroup S, then 8(!,K) is an inverse semigroup congruence 
on S with trace 
	 and kernel K. Conversely, if 8 is an inverse 
semigroup congruence on S, 	 (tr .,Ker X) is an inverse semigroup 
congruence pair for S and X = X (tr ,Ker8 ) • 
As 	 a consequence of Corollaries 1.10 and 3.3 we get an isomorphism 
between the lattice of all inverse semigroup congruences on the regular 
semigroup S and the lattice of all its inverse semigroup congruences 
pairs. 
Conzruenr 
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As a consequence of Sections 3, 4 and 5, we get Petrich's results 
for the inverse case [29,4]. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup with semilattice of 
idempotents E(S). A pair (;,K) of a normal congruence 
	 on E(S) and a 
totally self-conjugate subsemigroup (this is equivalent to saying that 
K is an inverse subsemigroup of S such that E(S) 	 K and a-1Ka G K, for 
all a e 5, since S is inverse) is said to be a congruence pair for S if 
(i) ae e K, (a-la ,e) 	 a m K; 
(ii) ac K 	 (aea-1,aa-le) a- , 
for all a E S, e e E(S). 
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Notice , to get Petrich's result exactly, that (ii) is equivalent 
to 
a G K > (a lea, a "lae) .  
since a G K implies a 1 c K. 
Given such a pair (E,K), define a relation&(K) on S by , 
(a,W 	 (,K) E S 	 if and only if (a
1
a,b 1 b)‹a 	 1 ab e K. 
MUM 6 2 	 If q,K) is a congruence pair for the inverse 
semigroup S then S( K) 
 is a congruence on S with trace and kernel , 
K. 	 Conversely, if is a congruence on S then (tr b,Ker 5 ) is a 
congruence pair for S and = S (tr&,Kerr 
The isomorphism between the lattice of congruences and the lattice 
of congruence pairs on the inverse semigroup follows also. 
7. Group congruences on a regular semigroup. 
As a consequence of Section 5 we get a description of all group 
congruences on a regular semigroup S in terms of certain totally 
self-conjugate subsemigroups of S, since an inverse semigroup 
congruence 8 on S is a group congruence if and only if 
<E(S)> x <E(S)>, the universal relation on <E(S)>. 
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THEOREM 7 1 	 If K is a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup of the 
regular semigroup S such that 
(i) axe K > a E. K 
for all a C 5, x 6 <E(S)>, then 
= {(a,b) e S x S:( a bf c V(b)) ab' E K) 
(1( = {(a,b) e. S x S:(V b' e V(b)) ab' e K)) 
is a group congruence on S with kernel K. 
Conversely, 	 if 	 is a group congruence on S then KerL is a 
totally self-conjugate subsemigroup of S satisfying (1) and 
LKerC 
PROOF. 
	 This Theorem follows from Theorem 5.2 once we prove that 
when K is a totally self-conjugate subsemigroup of S then (i) implies 
ab 6 K 	 axb C K 
for all x e <E(S)> and a,b e S. 
Suppose that ab e K. Let g e S(a'a,bb'). Then b'ga' E V(ab). Also 
axbb'ga' e a <E(S)> a'c aKa.,c K. 
Since K is a subsemigroup, 
axbb'ga'.ab e K, 
i.e. axb.b'ga'.ab e K, 
where brga'ab € E(S). Using (i) we obtain 
axb e K 	 • 
as required. 
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In fact this is equivalent to Feigenbaum's result [7,1V.4.5]7 
where it is claimed that the group congruences on a regular semigroup S 
are 'completely' determined by the subsemigroups K of S such that 
(i) E(S) 	 K; 
(ii) a'Ka c K, for all a in S and a' in V(a); 
(iii) ha e K, h e K =) a e K. 
Suppose that K is a subsemigroup of S satisfying this set of 
properties. 	 Then K is totally self-conjugate, 	 for if a e K and 
a' c V(a) then 
aa' c E(S) 	 K 
and so 
a' c K. 
Also if x c <E(S)> and xa e K then 
a E K 
since x e <E(s)> S K. That is, K satisfies 
xa c K, x E <E(S)> => a C K 	 (*) 
and this condition is equivalent to 
ax E K, x c <E(S)> 	 a E K 
as we noticed in Section 5. 
Conversely, 
	
suppose that K is a. totally self-conjugate 
subsemigroup of S such that (*) holds. Let a c S, h E K be such that 
ha e K. 	 Since h E K and K is totally self-conjugate any inverse h' of 
h is also in K. Since K is a semigroup 
h'.ha E K i.e. h'h.a e K. 
Since h'h. C E(S), it follows by (C) that 
a c K. 
It is obvious that the well known characterisation of congruences 
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on a group in terms of normal subgroups follows from Theorem 7.1. 
8. The latti 
  
• • $ log —it n a regular semigroup.  
 
In [34] Reilly and Scheiblich considered the equivalence --= in the 
lattice of all congruences C(S) on an inverse semigroup S defined by 
0- =Oil' and only ifiTIE(s)  .01E(s). 	 (8.1) 
If S is inverse the equivalence is a congruence on C(S) and each 
-class is a complete modular sublattice of C(S). 
	 Also C(S)/E is 
complete and the canonical homomorphism from C(S) onto C(S)/=:is a 
complete lattice homomorphism. 
In [29,3] Petrich gives a few characterisations of=, when S is an 
inverse semigroup. 
Here we prove that these results can be extended to the sublattice 
RC(S) of C(S) of all R-unipotent congruences, when S is a regular 
semigroup. 
It is interesting to notice that, 
	 as in the case of two 
congruences on an inverse semigroup, two R-unipotent congruences on a 
regular semigroup S are .=-related if and only if they have the same 
'trace. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. 	 If 6 and 8 are R-unipotent congruences on a 
regular semigroup S then 
9E(S) 	 elB(S) if and only if - I<H(S)> = 8I<E(S)›. 
1E(S) 	 e lE(S) .  
x,y E CE(S)> 	 and 
To prove that G I 	 e 0-1 
<E(s)> 	 1<E(S)> assume that 
X G= 	 Let 
	 x' a V(x), 	 y' E V(y). 	 Then 
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PROOF. Let S be a regular semigroup and G,0 E RC(S). Suppose that 
x, ,y, 6 CE(S)> by [4,1.2]. In the R-unipotent semigroup S/5, 
xG.x's = yer.VG 
since x,GE 1/(x0 and VG a V(yG). Also, since 
.1E(S) 	 e lE(S)' 
x0.x, 8= y0.3/ 1 6. 
Since S/0 is R-unipotent and x8,x,0,ye,y,0 E E(S/O), it follows that 
x9 = x0.100.xe = xe.xle = y0.300 = yA.VB.y = y8 
as required. 
Similarly we prove that (9I<E(s)> CSI<E(s)>. 
The converse is obvious. 
THEOREM 8 3 	 Let S be a regular semigroup and let RC(S) be its 
lattice of R-unipotent congruences. In RC(S) we define a relation =, 
as in (8.1), by 
= G if and only if PIES) G I E(S) 
where E(S) is the set of idempotents of S. Then 
(a) = is a congruence on RC(S); 
(b) each = -class has a least and a greatest element and is a 
complete modular sublattice of RC(S); 
(c) the quotient lattice RC(S)/= is complete and the canonical 
homomorphism = 4 from RC(S) onto RC(S)/ 7-- is a complete lattice 
homomorphism. 
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PROOF. (a) To prove that I= is a congruence we need to show that it 
respects the operations of n and V. in RC(S). 	 Suppose that 
?,6, O ERC(S) and r EG . 	 Let e,f E E(S) and (e,f)E f v 	 Then by 
[15,1.5.14], there exist x1'x2' .x2n-1 in S, for some n e N, such that 
	
(e,x1)E P ,(x1,x2)E e ,(x2,x3) 	
• • ,(x2n--1 ' f) € et ' 
Let x' E V(xi), for i = 1,...2n-1. 	 Since e E V(e), 	 f E V(f) and 
(3,8 E RC(S) 
(e,x1 x1) 6  e ,(x1 xi,x2x2) E 0"."(x2n-1x2n-r1' f) E'21.  
Hence, since r lE(s)= G I E(S)' 
(e,xi xi) E 6,(x1x1,x2x) E e 
,"' ,(x2n-ixL-1,f) ee ' 
and so ( e, f) E 5 v 0 . Thus 
(? v e )1 E(s) __ (61, 0) I E(s), 
and the other inclusion is proved similarly. Hence p  v OBIGve as 
required. 
Now notice that if P  =S then 
(e,f) E ((, n 0)1E(s) iff (e,f) E 1E(s)  and (e,f) G 	 I E(s)  
iff (e,f) ES'I E(s)  and (e,f) E e E(s)  
	
iff (e,f) c 	 n ) I E(s). 
'Hence ? n 0a 6 n 0 as required. 
To 	 prove (b) let [V] denote the :-.-class on RC(S) of an element 
RC(S). We define p max on S as follows: 
P max 	 {(a,b) E S x S:(3 a' E V(a)) (3 b' E V(b)) (Ve E E(S)) 
(aea,,beb,) E p}. 
Then ?max is the greatest element of [0. 
The 	 relation P max is indeed an element of RC(S) as we will show. 
It is obvious thatmax is reflexive and symmetric. The transitivity 
follows from the transitivity of p and from the fact that, since p is 
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R-unipotent, 
beb' = b.b"b.eb,  e b.b"b.e.b"b.b,  = beb".bb".bb' 
p beb".bb".bbt.bb" = beb" 
for all b in S, b,,b" in V(b) and e in E(S). 
To prove that max P 	 is compatible suppose that a,b € S are such 
that (a,b) E Pmax' and let c G- S. There exist a' in V(a), b' in V(b) 
such that 
(aea',beb') E p 	 (i) 
for all e in E(S). 
Let c' G V(c) and e e E(S). Then (cec9 p G E(S/f) and so, 	 by 
Lallement's Lemma, 
(cee',f) E 	 (ii) 
for some f in E(S). Therefore, from (i) and (ii), 
a.cec'.a' p afa' p bfb' F b.cect.bi. 
Now 	 let g E S(a'a,cc'), 
	 h c S(b,b,cc'). 	 Then c'ga' E V(ac) and 
c'hb' 	 V(bc). 	 In S/p, (cia')P and (ctga9p are both inverses of 
(ac)?. Since S/F is R-unipotent, it follows that 
ac.e.c'a' p ac.e.clga,  
for all e in E(8). 
Similarly, 
bc.e.b'c' p bc.e.c'hb'. 
Hence 
ac.e.c'ga' r bc.e.c'hb', 
and so 
(ac,bc)c P 	 . 
max 
To show that p max is left compatible suppose that (a,b)c P 
. max' 
Thus there exist a' in V(a)' and b' in V(b) such that 
aea' p beb' 
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for all e in E(S). Let c E S and 
	 V(c). Since f is compatible 
c.aeal.c, P  c.beb'.c'. 
Also for g E S(c'c,aa') and h E S(c,c,bb,), 	 we have atgc, 
 e V(ca), 
Who' G V(cb) and 
ca.e.a'gc, 
 f ca.e.a'0, and cb.e.b,hc, P  cb.e.b'c' 
as before. Hence 
ca.e.a'gc' f cb.e.b'hc' 
and 
(ca,cb) E P 
max 
as required. 
Notice that 
	
	 PLet a,b E S be such that (a,b) p . Since e 
max' 
is R-unipotent, (aea',beb') E. 
	 for all e in E(S), a' in V(a) and b' in 
V(b). Hence 
(a,b)E e max. 
Since FC RC(S)' 
	 e 
P 	 RC(S). F'S ? 	 and max 	 max 
Now let us show that F = ? max. 	 Suppose that e,f e E(S) and 
(e,f) E  ? max. There exist e, 
 e V(e), f'€ V(f) such that 
(ege., ,fgf,) cp 
for all g in E(S). Since f is R-unipotent, 
age' f ege F eg 
and similarly 
fgf' P  fg. 
Hence ,(eg,fg) e r and putting g = e we obtain 
e p fe 
and putting g = f we obtain 
of p f. 
Using the R-unipotent property of f and the transitivity, 
	 we deduce 
that 
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e fe Qfef p ff p f. 
Therefore P 	 1 E(s). Since 	 [' max, it follows that I max I E(s)-- 
nE(S) 	
max 1E(S) 
as required. 
To complete the proof that pmax is the greatest element in [p], we 
need to show that P 
max 
 does not depend on the fixed element 
	 , 	 i.e. 
that 
r = 	 r max 	 max' 
Suppose that 
(°) 	 1E(S) and that (a,b)e c,  max. Thus there exist a' 
in Y(a) and b' in V(b) such that 
(aea',beb') E 
 P 
for all e in E(S). Let g e S(a'a,e) and h c S(b'b,e). Then ega'c V(ae) 
and ehb' e V(be). Since S/? is R-unipotent 
ae.ega' p ae.ea' 
for (ega')p, (ea')p c V((ae)p). Similarly 
be.ehb' p be.eb'. 
Hence 
ae.ega,  p be.ehb'. 
Therefore 
ae.ega' G be.ehb,, 
since ae.ega', be.ehb' E E(S). Since 6 is 'also R-unipotent, we can now 
reverse the above argument and deduce that 
(aea',beb') 
Thus (a,b)C 
'max' 
Conversely, using the same process we may prove that 
max c- Pmax 
el and (ii) 
	
!. 
i E I 	 i e I 
/Th 
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and so? 
 max 
= ,z 
max
as required. 
Notice that if S is an inverse semigroup the expression of o 
max 
coincides with the one presented by Reilly and Scheiblich in [34]. 
ti 
Again let p 	 RC(S), 	 the least element t' min in [e] is the 
intersection of all its components. 
	 When S is inverse, (;' min is 
described in [34] by 
1) min 
	 [(a,b) G S x Si- ( 3 e 	 E(S)) ae = be, e Pa 1a p 1 1)). 
In 	 (8.11) we show that if S is R-unipotent then ?min can be 
defined by 
P min 	 {(a,b) G S x S: ( 3 a' e V(a)) (3 b' a V(b)) (3 e E E(S)) 
e e ea' p bb', ea = eb]. 
Given a lattice L, a sublattice R of L is said to be complete if 
for all A R, 
	 x and \\.// x not only exist in L but belongs to 
xe A 	 x e A 
R. 
In [34,3.4] is proved that any,I, -class of C(S) is a complete 
modular sublattice of C(S). Let P  G RC(S). Since { E RC(S): 	 r } 
is a sublattice of the modular lattice { a C(S): 
	
= e }, it is itself 
modular. 	 On the other hand the supremum and the infimum of any 
collection (finite or not) of R-unipotent congruences related with r 
both exist and, e being bounded by ? min and P 
, max' 	
are also in 
{z E RC(S): .21,121)}. 	 Therefore each :7,- -class in RC(S) 
	 a complete 
modular sublattice of RC(S) with least and greatest elements. 
To prove part (c) of the theorem it is enough to prove that if pi, 
P i e RC(S), i E I, are such that 	 then 
(-Th 
(i) 
Suppose that e,f C E(S) and. (e,f) 
ie. I 
i. Then 
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(e,f) e ei I 	 , for all i e I. Since pi Pi, it follows that 
1E(S) 
and hence that 
(ern "1E(a) 
(e,f) 
i I
y,. 
The other inclusion is similar. 
	
By (a) we have that F I E I, f 2 q implies fl y ? 2 1 	 v 
Hence (ii) follows by induction if I is finite. It holds also for I 
infinite, since 
(e,f) G \\ 	 iff (3 	 I), I' finite such that (e,f) e \\// P . 
ig I 1 	 i E. I' i 
Hence = induces a structure of complete lattice in RC(S)/ a,' and the 
canonical homomorphism 
RC(S) 	  
P 	  [p] 
respects this structure. 
Before presenting the next theorem which gives a few 
characterisations of the congruence = on RC(S) we recall some results. 
LEMMA 8.4. [15,11.4.1] Let a,b be elements of a regular semigroup 
S. Then 
(a,b) c 5Z,  if and only if (3a" e V(a)) (3 bl e V(b)) aa' = bb'. 
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LEHMA8.5. [22,4.41 The greatest idempotent separating congruence 
/Ion an orthodox semigroup S is defined by 
(a,b)csli if and only if (3a,  E V(a)) (3b' a V(b)) ( Ve E- E(S)) 
a'ea = b'eb, aea,  = beb'. 
If the semigroup is R-unipotent we get a simpler expression for Al. 
LEMMA 8.6. 	 The greatest idempotent separating congruence pon an 
R-unipotent semigroup S is defined by 
(a,b) e. p if and only if (3 a' s V(a)) (3 bl e V(b)) ( V e E E(S)) 
aea' = beb'.  
PROOF. Let us write 
9 = f(a,b)c S x S:( alGV(a)) ( 3blEV(b)) (VeeE(S)) aea' = beb'} 
on an R-unipotent semigroup S. By Lemma 8.5, "4-9..0. It is obvious that 
Ea is reflexive and symmetric. The transitivity follows from the fact 
that in an R-unipotent semigroup 
bob' = beb" 
for all b E S, bl,b" 	 V(b) and e e E(S). Assume that (a,b)G 0 and 
E S. Let a' c V(a), b' E V(b) be such that 
aea' = bob', for all e E E(S). 
Suppose that cl 6 
 V(c). Then ceci E E(S) and therefore 
a.cec'.a' = b.cec'.b'. 
Hence (ac,bc)c 8 . Also 
= c.bebl.cl, 
and (ca, cb) c 
	 . 
To see that B separates idempotents suppose that e,f e E(S) are 
such that (e, f) e . Let e' E V(e), f' e V(f) be such that 
e.g.e' = f.g.f' 
for all g 	 E(S). In particular, 
ee' = fef', efe' = ff', 
and, 	 S being R-unipotent, 	 cc' = ee, 	 ff' = ff and fef' = fef, 
efe,  = efe. Therefore 
ee = fef, efe = ff. 
Hence 
e = fef = fe.efe = f.efe = ff = f. 
Since G is an idempotent separating congruence on S containing), 	 we 
must have 
B
. 
In the L-unipotent case, 	 C. Edwards has considered different 
expressions for 
	 [2,,3]. Lemma 8.6 was also obtained in [397. 
Notice that in the expression of ju.., in Lemma 8.6, we can consider 
an arbitrary inverse a' of a, and an arbitrary inverse b' of b. That 
is because S being R-unipotent, aea' = aea" for all a',a,' E V(a). 
DEFINITION 8.7. 	 A regular semigroup is called fundamental if 
ix= 1. 
DEFINITISE 8.8. If e and p are congrUences on a regular semigroup 
S such that G 	 then the relation p/e- on S/5 is defined by 
(xu,”) E P/6 if and only if (x,y)e p . 
The relation r/6- is a congruence on S/T. 
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By S/  we mean the least idempotent separating congruence on the 
semigroup S/6. 
THEOREM 8.9. Let S be a regular semigroup and Gq two R-unipotent 
congruences on S. Then in RC(S) the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) GE-. 	 ; 
(b) c ?max and ?max/G =1Asis; 
(c) (ai.,br)Ejksie if and only if (a5,b5)Ef-s16, for all at be S; 
(d) (a?,bp) E siF if and only if (au,bv)e: 
	 wo  
(e) F n G l ee and pfl - l e e 
 are group congruences, for all e e E(S); 
(f) ?On 6 ,went are idempotent separating congruences. 
PROOF. We shall prove that (a) is equivalent to each of the other 
conditions. 
To see that (a) 
-=.(b), suppose that 6E:- p. Then 	 since 
pmex is the greatest element in the F -class of F in RC(S). 
By [15,II,Ex.14], 	 we know that given any inverse xp of ap in S/p 
there exists an inverse a' of a in S such that a'p = x?. (This is a 
generalisation of Lallement's Lemma.) 
Using this result together with Lemma 8.6 we have that, given 
a,b E S 
(a -,bWE ys/,  iff (2 a' 	 V(a)) ( 2 b' c V(b)) v e c E(S)) 
= b(5.e.IpTG 
iff (a,b) 
max 
(by definition ofci 	 ) 
max 
iff (a, b) E ?max 
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(sinceOmax = ?max in 	 = Es]) 
iff (aa-,b6') 	
emax15. 
 
For (b) *(a), notice that since G 5 p max and p m 
 axi z(s) 
	
PIE(S)' 
we have 
Let (e'f) 	 e E(S)* 
	
IE(S) 	 .FIE(S) •  
	
Then (e,f)' 
	
max 
and ( 
	 fs-)
max
/6*. 	 Since $  
pmaxis. .y.sia and eG, fE are idempotents of sia, it follows that 
e G = 
Therefore FI E(s) = IE(S)
. 
 
(a) 	 (c). Suppose that PSG, and (a F,b?) Elu-4. Let a' e V(a), 
b' c V(b) and e E E(S) 	 Then, by Lemma 8.6, 
(aea',beb') e F. 
For g e S(a?a,e), h E S(b'b,e) we have ega' G V(ae), ehb' e. V(be) and 
so, since S/p is R-unipotent, 
	
(ae.ega, ,ae.eat) e V, (be.ehb',be.eb')c- 	 . 
Hence 
(ae.egat,be.ehb, ) E p. 
Since PIES)= G 
 IE(S),  we thus have 
(ae.ega',be.ehb') G G . 
'Also (ae.egat ,aear ) e G, (be. ehbi, bet), ) e G , since S/6" is R-unipotent. 
\ 	 - 
Hence 
(aeat,bebt) E CES 
and so 
( 	 b 
Similarly, we prove that 
( au, br6) E ),k s/s 	 (ap,b0 E JA- sip • 
(c) ti> (a). For e,f E  E(S) we have 
(e, f) 	 iff e P= fp 
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iff (es,,fe)E, duk siF,  
since u. 	 is idempotent separating, 1 Ski 
iff (e,f5)•e: )-tsm  
by assumption, 
iff eG= 
since Nizr is idempotent separating, 
iff (e,f)G 
thus P  S as required. 
(a) 7-> (d). 	 Suppose that P = G . 	 Let a,b E S be such that 
(ebb?) a Rs/r . 	 Notice that in an R-unipotent semigroup T, two 
elements x,y are a -related if and only if 
(Vx1 a V(x)) (V y' E  V(Y)) xx , = yyt 
That is so by Lemma 8.4 and the fact that in T, 
	 xx, = xx" for all 
x',x" E V(x). Therefore in S/p 
a?.a'p = bp.b'p 
for all a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). Thus (aa',bb') E PIES) = I E(s) and 
so as.a'qs = b6.to0 for all a' in V(a) and b' in V(b). Hence 
(a6.,bG) a je. 
Similarly, we prove that 
(av,bG) a ,R S/¢( => (ar,be) 
(d) 7-> (a). Suppose that (d) holds and let e,f G E(S) be such that 
( e, f) a P . 	 Then ee= f p and (ep,fe) a ,7,s/13 . Hence (e6 -f6) 6 	 S/6 .  
Since e% and fes are s -related idempotents in the R-unipotent semigroup 
S/G , we must have eG = re, i.e. (e,f) o G . Thus PIES) 	 1E(S)' and 
similarly G1E(s) E p lE(S)' 
(a) 7-> (e). 
	 Assume that 
	 . For e a E(S), the class ep is a 
subsemigroup of S and SD n al
ep is a congruence on ee. To see that it 
is a group congruence notice that for every idempotent f in ep, 
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(e'r) 	 18(5) 
and so (e,f) in (ff1 Z)l e?. Thus (e?)/(?nG )Iep  contains a single 
idempotent and so is a group. 
Similarly we prove that ? n rl ers is also a group congruence. 
(e) > (a). Suppose that (e) holds and let e,f C. E(S) be such that 
(e,f) 	 . 	 Since f e eQ and pnG lI e (D is a group congruence it follows 
that 
(etf) E PncI  
Therefore (e,f)E- 5 . 
Similarly, G 1E(s) p E(s) . Hence rE G . 
(a) > (f). Assuming that ?Ea, let e,f G E(5) and suppose that 
(e(? n r ),f( 	 )) e ripn 	 , 
i.e. 
(e,f) E 	 IE(S) = ..-1E(S) •  
Thus (e,f) E ? n 	 and so 
e(pn ) = f(pn u), 
Therefore P/C n G is an idempotent separating congruence. Similarly, we 
prove that the same is true for Gii)n 
Finally let us show that (f) -.:>(a). Suppose that (f) holds and let 
'e,f E E(S) be such that (e,f) e P  . Then, by definition of P/f. nz , 
(e(p),I(1) nz)) 
	 F/Pn 6. - 
Since C/FnG is idempotent separating, 
e( ? n 	 ) = f( ri ) 
and so 
(e,f)e. G . 
S. ? I Similarly, 
	 1E(s) 
	
E(s) • Hence p -17-_S` as required. 
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COROLLARY 8.10. 	 In a regular semigroup S, 	 an R-unipotent 
congruence F is the greatest element of its.i-class if and only if S/p 
is fundamental. 
PROOF. By Theorem 8.9 (b), 
= f max iff fmax/P = 1 
iff)!Aup = 1 
iff S/p is fundamental. 
The next two propositions give characterisations of the smallest 
element of the =_ -class of a congruence p on an R-unipotent semigroup. 
PROPOSITION 8.11. 	 Let p be a congruence on an R-unipotent 
semigroup S. Then the smallest element ?min of [p] can be described by 
p min = {(a,b) E S x S:(3 a' € V(a)) (3b' E V(b)) (a e c E(S)) 
e p aa' F bb', ea = eb) 
PROOF. It is clear that p. , defined as above, is reflexive and 
symmetric. To show that it is transitive notice that bb' = bb" for all 
bos,b" 	 in 	 V(b) 	 and 	 1) in S. 	 Suppose that (a,b)e• pmin and 
(b,c) E p min. Let a' C V(a), bl,b" C V(b), c' c V(c), e,f G E(S) be 
such that 
e Paa' p bb', ea = eb, f p bb" p cc', fb = fc 
Since bb' = bb", we have (e,f)c p and 
fe p f p aa' p cc'. 
Also 
fe.a = f.ea = f.eb = fefb 
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(since S is R-unipotent) 
= fe.fc = fec 
(since S is R-unipotent). Thus 
(a,c)E e min. 
Now let us show that ?min is compatible. Suppose that a,b E S are 
such that (a,b) e c) min and let c € S. 	 Let a' 6 V(a), 	 b' E V(b), 
e E E(S) be such that 
e P  ea' f bb', ea = eb. 
Take c' 6 V(c). Then 
cec' 	 ca.a'c' ? cb.b'c' 
since ? is compatible. 	 Notice that cec,  6 E(S), 	 a'c' E V(ca), 
b'c' 6 V(cb) in the orthodox semigroup S and that 
cec'.ca = cec'c.a = cea 
(since S is R-unipotent) 
= ceb 
= cec'eb 
(since S is R-unipotent). Therefore 
(ca,cb) E  p 	 . 
min 
To prove the right compatibility notice that 
(a,b)6 ? min => (a,b)c p 
In fact, let WE V(a), b' 6 V(b), e c E(S) be such that 
e 	 aa' ' bb', ea = eb. 
Since ea' ? bb' it follows that 
a ? bb'a, b ? aa' b. 
Also 
a ? bb'a ? aa'b.b'a = a.a'b.b'a. 
But (b'a)p belongs to E(S/p) and so does its inverse (0b)p; for 
b'a = b'.bb'.a 	 b'.e.a = b'eb 
since bb' ' e and ea = eb. 
Therefore in the R-unipotent semigroup sip, 
of = a?.(a.'b)e.(b'a)p 
= ap.(a'b)p.(b'a)p.(a'b)p 
= (aa'.bb'.aa'.b)p 
= (bbt.bbt.bbi.b)P 
(since ea' ' bb') 
= bp, 
Thus p min s p as required. 
Again suppose that (a,b) E e lain and that c E S, c' E V(c). Then 
a Q= b ?and, in the R-unipotent semigroup S/p, 
ap.cc'p.a'p = bp.cc'p.b'p. 
Hence 
p 
Also 
accts.' = aa'.accia'.aa'? e.accial.e e, E(S). 
Moreover, 
eacciate.ac = eacc'a'.ebc = eacc'a'e.bc 
and so (ac,bc)e 
Wehaveprovedthat.
n 
 is a congruence on S contained in F. To 
see that it belongs to [0, suppose that e,f eE(S) and (e,f) E p . 
Then 
ef.e = of ,since S is R-unipotent 
= ef.f 
herice(e4)ap nlin arld so e t 	 = frai
niE(S) 
as required. 
IE(S) 
Finally, 
	
notice that if CE 	 [p] then prain .. G. In fact, let 
a,b e S be such that (a,b)e,  emin. There exist a' E V(a), b' e V(b), 
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e 	 E(S) such that 
e Paa' P  bb', ea = eb. 
Since plE(s) = 	 E(s) , 
e G ea' 6 bb' . 
Using the compatibility of G', 
ea z" ea' .a = a, eb 
	 bb'.b = b 
and as ea = eb, by the transitivity of 5, 
(a,b) e cz5 
as required. 
	
PROPOSITION 8 12 	 Let lip ,e• be congruences on an R-unipotent 
semigroup S then 0' = P min if and only if 8" S p and, for every e in 
E(S), the relation GI e e is the least group congruence on ep. 
PROOF. On an R-unipotent semigroup T, the least group congruence 
is defined by 
(a,b)e 8 if and only if ( 3 e e E(T)) ea = eb. 
This is the dual of a result obtained by C. Edwards [6] for the 
L-unipotent case. 
Suppose that 0' = Nun. Then clearly GE e . Let a,b E ee. Then 
(a,b)e
lep 
 iff (a,b)c 	 , i.e. iff (a,b)e Pwin, i.e. 
(a,b) 	
ep  iff (3 a' c V(a)) (3 	 e V(b)) (a g e,E(S)) 
g p ea' P  bb', ga = gb, 	 (*) 
by 	 Proposition 8.11. Notice that (aa') p = ep, since (a, e)e 
	 and S/p 
is R-unipotent. Also, (g,aa') e p , and so g e E(S) fl ep. We now have 
ga = gb with g G E(S) 11 ep. 	 Since ef. is an R-unipotent semigroup we 
deduce that (a,b) E Pi, since S is the least group congruence on er. 
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Thus V le 	 . 
Conversely, 
	 to show that 8e 8 I nc), suppose that a,b E ee and 
(a,b)E p . Then there exists g e E(S) fl ep such that 
ga = gb. 
Since ap= bt= er and S/ p  is R-unipotent, 	 it follows 	 that 
(aa') p = (bbi)p = ep. Hence, by ( 3*), 
(a,b)E ? min i 	 =G- ep. 
lee 	 I  
Finally, 
	 assume that ey s P and that 5'1ep is the least group 
congruence on ep for each e in E(S). 
First 	 notice that 5 H p , 	 by Theorem 8.9 (e), 
	 since 	 both 
pn 	
Ie p 
 =..5 I e 	 and 
PnGle 	
G'leZ are group congruences. The first 
of these assertions is part of our hypothesis. To prove the second, 
consider an arbitrary f in E(S) 
	 Then f E ep since erS p and 
(e,f) el G 
e 
since ib•iep  is a group congruence. 	 Hence 
(e,f) e 6 n (eZx 	 = Ci l e and so Glee is a group congruence. 
Now let us show that 5S. p min. Assume that a,b e S are such that 
(a,b) El. Let a' E V(a). Then 
(aa',ba9e5 
Write ea' = e. Then, since e-r, p, 
(ba',e) E p. 	 (1) 
Hence (be' ,e) c G 
l
ee, and by definition of 3' I 
ep , 	 the least group 
congruence on ep, there exists g e E(S) n e e such that 
gba' = ge. 
Now, since S is R-unipotent, 
	
ga = gaa'.a = g.ba'a = g.b.a'a.b'b = (gba'ab')b 
	 (2) 
and 
(gba'ab')a = (gba'ab'g)a = gba'ab'.ga = ga 
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by (2) since gba'ab' e E(S). 
Write gba'ab' = f. Then f E E(S) and fa = fb. 
Now we show that f p ea' p bb'. Since (a,b) e 6" and GS e then 
a e= bp. And in the R-unipotent semigroup Sip, 
(aaqe = (bb')p. 
Also, 
f = g.ba'ab' p g.aa' 
by (1) and since S/e is R-unipotent, 
Q aa'.aa' 
since g E (aa')p, 
aa'. 
Hence (a,b)G min and G = pmin. 
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